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A Letter to Issues and Life Science Students

As you examine the activities in this book, you may wonder, “Why does this book 

look so different from other science books I’ve seen?” The reason is simple: it is a 

different kind of science program, and only some of what you will learn can be 

seen by leafing through this book!

Issues and Life Science uses several kinds of activities to teach science. As you 

conduct these activities, you will engage in the same practices used by scientists 

to understand the natural world and by engineers to solve problems. For exam-

ple, you will design and conduct an experiment to investigate how genes and 

the environment affect the growth and development of plants. You will analyze 

and interpret real data to explore the effects of an introduced species. And you 

will model how species change over time and evolve into new species. A combi-

nation of laboratories, investigations, readings, models, scientific debates, role 

plays, and projects will help you develop your understanding of science and 

the relevance of physical science to your interests.

You will find that important scientific ideas come up again and again in different 

activities throughout the program. You will be expected to do more than just 

memorize these concepts: you will be asked to develop explanations and apply 

them to solve problems. In particular, you will improve your decision-making 

skills by using evidence to weigh outcomes and to decide what you think should 

be done about the scientific issues facing our society.

How do we know that this is a good way for you to learn? In general, research on 

science education supports it. In particular, many of the activities in this book were 

tested by hundreds of students and their teachers, and then modified on the basis 

of their feedback. New activities are based on what we learned in classrooms using 

the materials and on new research on science learning. In a sense, this entire book 

is the result of an investigation: we had people test our ideas, we interpreted the 

results, and we then revised our ideas! We believe the result will show you that 

learning more about science is important, enjoyable, and relevant to your life.

SEPUP Staff
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Michael loved to bike through the park. The air smelled fresher there 
than on the street, and he always saw so many interesting things. 

Once, he came across a bird’s nest with several young chicks still in it. As 
he watched, one of the parents brought food for the chicks to eat. He won-
dered if he would see anything like that today. 

Suddenly, he saw a small frog near the edge of Turtle Pond. It looked very 
familiar. In fact, it looked just like the frog his sister kept as a pet. It was 
different from the frogs he usually saw at Turtle Pond.

“Could that be my sister’s frog?” Michael wondered. If it is his sister’s frog, 
how did it get there? Did it escape or could his sister have let it go? Could a 
pet frog survive in Turtle Pond? How would it affect the other animals that 
also lived in the pond?

• • •

What are the relationships between an organism and its environment? 
What effect do humans have on these relationships? 

In this unit, you will explore ecology: the study of the relationships 
between organisms—including humans—and the environment. You 
will practice some of the methods ecologists (scientists who study 
ecology) use to study the natural world, and you will develop models 
to help you understand and explain how ecosystems function. You 
will collect and analyze data about how changing one component of 
an ecosystem affects another, and you will have the opportunity to 
explore your own environment. 

What causes an ecosystem to stay the same or change?

What causes some species to do well and others to decline?

How do people interact with ecosystems and their components?

These are just some of the questions that you will consider over the 
course of this unit. What are some questions you have about the natu-
ral world around you?
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 1  The Miracle Fish?
ta l k i n g  i t  o v e r

Have you ever thought that it would be cool to have parrots flying 
around in your backyard? Or wished that there were hippos in 

your local lake? What happens when you introduce an organism into 
a new environment?

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
How have introduced Nile perch changed Lake Victoria? 
What are the trade-offs of introducing Nile perch into this 
environment?

Fishing on Lake Victoria

James Abila is a 17-year-old Kenyan 
boy. His family has a small fishing boat 
on Lake Victoria. He sat outside his hut 
to talk to us. Inside, his mother was pre-
paring lunch, while his sister and younger 
brother were laying out a few fish to dry in 
the afternoon sun. 

James started his story. “My father made our boat. He 
was always one of the best fishermen in the village. 
He still catches all kinds of fish, though he says it’s 
not as easy as it used to be. Most of the fish in the 
lake used to be very small, just 2–4 inches long. 
So it was easy to use our net to catch hundreds 
of small fish. Then the government introduced 
new fish, called Nile perch, into the lake so that 
people could catch more fish to sell. Now, the most 
common fish in the lake is Nile perch. It’s a much bigger 
fish and can be too heavy to catch with a net like my father uses. That’s 
why I work for one of the fishing companies. They have the large boats 
needed to catch Nile perch. And I can earn money to help feed my family.”

Uganda
Kenya

Tanzania

Lake
Victoria
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MATERIALS
For each student

 1  Student Sheet 1.1, “Intra-act: The Miracle Fish?”

PROCEDURE
 1. Work with your group to read the story of Nile perch in Lake 

Victoria. Each person will experience the story from the perspec-
tive of one of four characters:

• James

• James’s father

• An owner of a fishing company

• An environmentalist

 2.  From the perspective of your character, mark whether you agree 
or disagree with the statements on Student Sheet 1.1, “Intra-act: 
The Miracle Fish?”1

 3. Take turns sharing how your character responded to each state-
ment, and circle the responses of other group members as they 
share them. Discuss the statements with your group.

NILE PERCH
Lake Victoria, the second largest lake in the world, contains some 
extremely large fish. One type of fish found there, known as Nile 
perch (Lates niloticus), can grow to 200 kilograms (kg) (440 pounds), 
though its average size is 2–4 kg (4–9 lb). But Nile 
perch weren’t always found in Lake Victoria. Until the 
1980s, the most common fish in Lake Victoria were 
cichlids (SICK-lids), small freshwater fish about 5–10 
centimeters (cm) (2–4 inches) long. If you’ve ever 
seen aquarium fish, such as oscars, Jack Dempseys, or 
freshwater angelfish, you’ve seen a cichlid.

Lake Victoria cichlids interest ecologists—scientists 
who study relationships between organisms and 
environments—because there are so many species 
of these fish. Although they all belong to the same 
scientific family, at one time there were over 300 
different species of cichlids in Lake Victoria. Almost 

1  SELTIA1

Nile perch caught in 
Lake Victoria
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99% of those species could not be 
found anywhere else in the world!2

There used to be many other kinds 
of fish in the lake as well, including 
catfish, carp, and lungfish. The 30 
million people who lived around Lake 
Victoria relied on the lake, including 
the cichlids, for food. Because most 
of the fish were small, they could be 
caught by using simple fishing nets and a canoe. The fish were then 
dried in the sun and sold locally.3

By the late 1950s, the British government (which ruled this part 
of Africa at that time) grew concerned that the fish species that 
commercial fishers relied on were being overfished. As a result, the 
British government decided to introduce new fish species, such as 
Nile perch, into the lake. They wanted to increase the amount of 
fish that was available to catch and sell so that people could earn 
money. Ecologists were opposed to this idea. They were worried 
that the introduction of Nile perch, which had no natural enemies 
within the lake, would negatively affect the lake’s ecosystem. Before 
a final decision could be made, Nile perch were secretly added into 
the lake. Eventually, more Nile perch were deliberately added by the 
government in the early 1960s.4

During the 1960s and 1970s, before there were a lot of Nile perch in 
the lake, fishers caught about 100,000 metric tons of fish (including 
cichlids) each year. (A metric ton, also called a tonne, is 1,000 kg.) 
By 1989, the total catch of fish from Lake Victoria had increased 
to 300,000 metric tons, most of it Nile perch and almost none of 
it cichlids. Today, each of the three countries surrounding the lake 
(Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania) sells extra fish to other countries. 
In the graphs on the following page, you can see how the amount of 
Nile perch caught has changed since 1976, and how the percentage 
of cichlids caught has changed over time.5

2  NGLS2A1
3  NGLS2A2
4  NGLS2C1
5  NGLSSC1

Cichlids are one of the many 
small types of fish commonly 
found in Lake Victoria.
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Besides increasing the amount of fish 
available for the commercial fishery, 
there have been other consequences of 
introducing Nile perch into the lake. 
Because Nile perch are large and eat 
other fish, they are believed to have 
caused the extinction of as many as 200 
species of cichlids. The populations of 
other types of fish, including catfish 
and lungfish, have also declined. 
Many ecologists are upset that their 
predictions have come true.67

Some of the cichlids that have become 
extinct ate algae. With their extinction, 
the amount of algae in the lake has 
increased five-fold. As they break 
down the dying algae, decomposers use up a lot of oxygen, making it 
difficult for other tiny plants and animals to survive in the lake. Today, 
many of the deeper parts of the lake are considered “dead” because 
they don’t contain much living matter.8

However, many of the original goals have been met. In 1979, there 
were 16,000 fishers along the Kenyan shores of the lake. In 1993, 
there were 82,300, and today there are over 200,000. Many people 

6  NGLS2A2
7  NGCCCE1
8  NGLS2C1

LabAids SEPUP IAPS Ecology 3e
Figure: Eco3e SB 1_4
MyriadPro Reg 9.5/11
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are now employed by companies that process and sell Nile perch 
overseas. Over time, these fish have brought more money into the 
African countries surrounding the lake. Some local people, who now 
eat Nile perch as part of their diet, consider Nile perch a “miracle 
fish.” However, other local people, especially the poorest people, 
don’t have enough to eat because there aren’t enough cichlids for 
them to catch with nets, and they can’t afford to buy the Nile perch 
from the big commercial fisheries.

Some ecologists wonder how long the current situation can last. 
Nile perch are predators. As populations of other fish decline, the Nile 
perch’s food sources are declining. The stomachs of some large Nile 
perch have been found to contain smaller juvenile Nile perch. The 
metric tons of Nile perch caught has decreased after the peak in 1990, 
and in the table below, you can see that the catch per unit effort has 
gone down. This means that it takes more work to catch each fish—
more fishers, more boats, and more time. What will happen to the 
population of Nile perch if their food supply decreases even further? 
Will the Nile perch population be overfished like the fish populations 
before it? Only time will tell.9

Catch Per Unit Effort for Nile Perch in Lake Victoria
Year(s) Catch rate (metric tons per year)
2000 8.8
2006 6.3
2011–2012 5.3

EXTENSION
Make a list of plants and animals around your school, home, and 
neighborhood. To determine which of these species are introduced 
and which are native to your area, use the websites and other 
resources on the SEPUP Third Edition Ecology page of the SEPUP 
website at www.sepuplhs.org/middle/third-edition.

ANALYSIS
 1.  Based on the reading, how did the amount of fish caught in Lake 

Victoria change from the 1960s to 1990? 10

 2.  Based on the graph showing amounts of Nile perch caught in 
Lake Victoria, describe how the amount of Nile perch caught 
changed from 1980 to 1990 and from 1990 to the present.1112

9  NGLS4D1
10  ELRS681
11  NGCCSC1
12  MAEE6C9
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 3.  Look again at the graph. How do you think the number of metric 
tons of fish caught relates to the size of the total fish population 
from year to year? Explain your reasoning.

 4.  How did the introduction of Nile perch affect the people who 
lived near Lake Victoria?13

 5.  What effect did the introduction of Nile perch have on cichlids 
and other organisms that lived in the lake?14151617

 6.  What do you predict is the most likely thing to happen to the 
population of Nile perch over the next 20–30 years? Why?18192021

  Hint: To write a complete answer, first state your prediction. 
Provide two or more pieces of evidence that support your claim, 
and then state why your evidence supports your claim.

 7.  Should humans have introduced Nile perch into Lake Victoria? 
Support your answer with evidence and discuss the trade-offs of 
your decision. 22232425

  Hint: To write a complete answer, first state your opinion. Provide 
two or more pieces of evidence that support your opinion. Then 
consider all sides of the issue, and identify the trade-offs of your 
decision.

13  NGLS4D1
14 NGLS2C1
15  NGLS2A2
16  NGLS2A1
17  NGCCCE1
18  NGSPEA1
19  NGCCSC1
20  ELWH681
21  ELWH689
22  SEASET1
23  NGLS4D1
24  NGCCNS2
25  ELWH681
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    2  Introduced Species
p r o j e c t

Introduced, non-native, exotic, and non-indigenous are all words 
used to describe species that exist outside of the species’ normal 

range because of human activity. The Nile perch is an introduced 
species that was placed deliberately into Lake Victoria. In other 
cases, the introduction of a new species into a new environment is 
accidental. Consider the case of the zebra mussel, which is named 
for the black and white stripes found on its shell. It was accidentally 
introduced into the United States in the 1980s, and it is now esti-
mated to cause up to 5 billion dollars’ worth of damage each year! 
You will read more about this species throughout this unit.26272829

GUIDING QUESTIONS 
What effect can an introduced species have on an environ-
ment? What, if anything, can or should be done to control 
introduced species?

26  NGCCNS4
27  NGCCCE1
28  NGLS2C1
29  NGCCSC1

Zebra mussels
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MATERIALS
For the class

  Resources: books, magazines, video, Internet access, etc. 

For each student

 1  Student Sheet 2.1, “Introduced Species Research”

PROCEDURE
 1.  Read the fictitious news articles about real introduced species on 

the following pages. As directed by your teacher, decide which one 
species your group will research.303132

 2.  Over the next few days or weeks, find information on this species 
from books, magazines, videos, or the Internet. You can also go to 
the Ecology page of the SEPUP website at www.sepuplhs.org 
/middle/third-edition to link to sites with more information on 
species mentioned in this activity.33 

  Use this information to complete Student Sheet 2.1, “Introduced 
Species Research.” You should provide the following:

•	 common and scientific name of your species

•	 its native and current range 

•	 its place in a food web

•	 its effect on relationships in the new ecosystem(s)

•	 its relationship to and effect on people34

•	 the reasons for its success

•	 issues related to its future growth or spread

   Later in this unit you will use your research to create a class 
presentation.3536373839404142

30  NGLS2A1
31  NGLS2A4
32  NGLS2C2
33  SEASEX1
34  NGLS4D1
35  SEASCM1
36  ELRS681
37  ELWH689
38  ELRS688
39  ELSL085
40  ELSL084
41  NGSPOE2
42  NGED1B2
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Response to Tiger Mosquitoes Raises Questions 
The public outcry over the worsening prob-lem with the tiger mosquito (Aedes albopic-tus) continues. In response, the city has begun nighttime spraying of insecticide. Jesse But-ler, principal of the Little Town Preschool, said, “How can the city be allowed to spray poison on the backyards where children play?” City Spokesperson Kate O’Neil told reporters that the insecticide is harmless to people. “Tiger mos-quitoes are very aggressive. They are much worse than the native mosquitoes. Apart from the nui-sance, tiger mosquitoes can spread diseases, such as yellow fever and Zika. We have to take action!” 

O’Neil invites interested residents to attend the Camford Mosquito Abatement Board pre-sentation on the tiger mosquito problem and possible solutions.

Kudzu Brings Down Power Lines!

Kudzu (KUD-zoo), sometimes referred to 

as “the vine that ate the South,” has finally 

pushed local patience to the limit. Properly 

called Pueraria lobata, it was first intro-

duced in the 1920s to the southern United 

States as food for farm animals and to 

reduce soil erosion. Today, this fast-grow-

ing vine from Japan has overgrown entire 

forests and choked local ecosystems. Last 

week, the weight of kudzu vines pulled 

down power lines, causing a two-day power 

outage. Mayor Lam has called for control 

measures. All community members are 

invited to a town council meeting to con-

sider what should be done to control this 

destructive vine.
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Residents Report Rats Rampant in Rockwood

It’s Rockwood against the rats, and the 

rats seem to be winning. The number 

of people calling this year to complain 

about rats has increased from last year, 

according to the Rockwood Department 

of Streets and Sanitation. The city says 

the rats go for any available food source, 

from garbage to dog waste. That’s why 

the city asks residents to pick up after 

their dogs and keep the lids on their gar-

bage cans. But even residents who follow 

these guidelines continue to see more 

and more rats. One concerned resident 

said, “The problem is we can’t sit out in 

our backyards because the rats just come 

from the alley, go under the fences, and 

scurry around all night long.” 

City dwellers aren’t the only ones who 

cringe when they see rats. Farm families are 

also bothered when they see rats crawling 

into the grain bin. As the rats eat the grain, 

they also leave behind their waste. These 

offending rodents, all just one species (Rat-

tus norvegicus), go by many names: house 

rat, barn rat, sewer rat, brown rat, and Nor-

way rat. What many people in the United 

States don’t realize is that these common 

creatures came from China long before the 

United States was its own country.

Aquarium Plant Turns Out to Be Worst WeedYou may have seen this aquatic plant sold in small bunches at aquarium stores. It’s a popular plant because goldfish like swimming between its stems. But when aquariums are dumped out into lakes, ponds, or rivers, hydrilla (hie-DRILL-uh) can quickly grow into a dense mat that chokes out other vegetation. This change of the environment is dramatic for native animals and plants. Hydrilla verticillata, as it is known scientifically, can clog up city water intake valves and get tangled in boat propellers. “We used to have the best swimming hole down by the bridge,” said Rita Aziz, a seventh grader at Robin Mid-dle School. “Now it’s filled with this gross weed. The last time I swam there, I got tan-gled in it. It was scary. I would really like to find a way to do something about it.”
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Flying Fish Tournament? No, you didn’t read that wrong—it’s not a 
fly-fishing tournament but, rather, a flying 
fish tournament. Asian carp are so numer-
ous in several rivers in the United States that 
fishers no longer need to use poles to catch 
them—they just motor their boats up the 
river and let the fish jump into the boats. Last 
year’s winner caught 432 fish in a four-hour 
period. With these carp averaging 30 pounds 
each, that’s over 12,000 pounds of fish.This would seem like a good thing for the 

fishing industry, but fishers and ecologists 

alike are distressed by the impact these fish 
are having on the environment and other 
species of fish. One fisher complained, “I 
used to be able to catch largemouth bass, 
crappies, and sunfish. Now I hardly ever 
catch them, and all I see are these fish that 
aren’t even from this river.” The Fish and 
Wildlife Department and the sport-fishing 
industry are working together to try to stop 
the Asian carp population from growing 
and spreading.

A Landscape Beauty Is Taking Over

What is the link between landscaping your 

yard and the recent reports that local marsh 

species are declining? Purple loosestrife 

(Lythrum salicaria), whose magenta flow-

ers are admired by gardeners, is the weed to 

blame. It was introduced from Europe as a 

medicinal herb in the early 1800s and is still 

sold today as a landscaping plant. Accord-

ing to Fish and Wildlife Service Ecologist 

Johanna Brown, “It totally takes over an 

area, crowding out native species. It’s really 

devastating for fragile marsh ecosystems.” 

Brian Van Horn, a teacher at Garden Mid-

dle School, is also concerned. “It’s a tough 

plant to get rid of, and killing it can damage 

the marshes even more.” A meeting at Mid-

dleton Junior High will be held to discuss 

this issue.
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ANALYSIS
 1. What kinds of human activities seem to lead to problems with 

introduced species?4344

43  NGLS4D1
44  NGSPCE1

Farmers Rally to Scare Off Starlings

The recent outbreak of hog cholera may be 

related to starling (Sturnus vulgaris) drop-

pings getting into pig food. Carol Polsky, a 

pig farmer in Poseyville, encouraged local 

farmers to work together to help get rid of 

the birds. “In addition to spreading disease, 

those birds eat crops, seeds, and animal 

feed. A flock of starlings will eat just about 

anything, and they poop everywhere. That 

spreads disease to other animals, not just 

pigs,” Polsky told reporters. 

Many control options are available, accord-

ing to Dr. Tony Caro of the Agricultural 

Sciences Board. Dr. Caro commented, “In 

1891, 60 starlings were released in New 

York, and now they are the most common 

bird in America!” But a representative of 

the local nature society told reporters that 

the latest annual survey showed that starling 

populations had dropped since the previous 

year. Dr. Caro will be speaking at the next 

meeting of the County Farm Association, 

where control measures for starlings will be 

discussed.

Snakes on the Plains
Unlike pet dogs and cats, which get to a predictable size and then stop growing, snakes often grow much larger than their owners had expected. What do these own-ers do when their snakes, especially Bur-mese pythons, get too big to keep? Unfor-tunately, some people release them into the wild. In the southern part of the United States, these snakes can often survive and thrive. These pythons are literally squeezing the life out of mam-malian prey and ecosystems. At first a problem only for the coastal plains in Florida, the snakes are spreading north. Willie Washington, a resident of Palmetto Park, shared, “I used to be able to let my dog out to play in my fenced back-yard, but now I don’t dare! My neighbor saw a snake in her backyard just last week. She called the Wildlife Depart-

ment, and when they caught it, they said it was a Burmese python and that it measured 15 feet long! I don’t even want to let my children out to play.” The Wildlife Depart-ment urges everyone to be on the lookout for unwanted snakes and to call them if they have a pet snake they no longer want.
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 3  Data Transects
i n v e s t i g at i o n

One saturday, kim and her family decided to have a picnic at the new 
park about 10 miles outside of town. Kim’s mother had read in the com-

munity newsletter that this park was going to become a restored prairie, and 
she was looking forward to showing it to Kim.

“What’s a prairie and why are you interested?” asked Kim.

“A prairie is a large, open grassy area that doesn’t have a lot of trees. Aunt 
Teresa says that this entire area used to be covered by prairie, but then 
people started using the land for farming, and most of the prairie is now 
gone. They want to bring some of the prairie back—that’s what they mean 
by ‘restoring’ the prairie.”

Kim wondered, “So, how is a prairie different from the grassy areas that are 
in the park down the street from us?”

Kim and her mother decided to ask a park ranger. The ranger explained that a 
prairie has plants and animals that are not normally found in other places. In 
the prairie that used to be where Kim and her family were standing, there had 
been purple coneflower, big bluestem, grasshopper sparrows, and bison.

“Wow, it would be so cool to see a bison! How come there aren’t any here? 
Couldn’t you bring some from another place?”

The ranger replied, “Before 
we can bring the bison back, 
we need to make sure that 
we have restored enough of 
the prairie to support them. 
One year ago, we removed all 
of the non-native plants by 
plowing the land, and then 
we planted seeds of native 
plants. Today, we are going 
to look at the plants to see if 
the native species we planted 
are growing and if the plants 
that aren’t native to prairies 
have returned.”
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How can ecologists study a population of organisms that they are 
trying to restore, like the bison, or one that may be causing problems, 
like the Nile perch or the zebra mussel? How can we know how many 
are in the population? With zebra mussels, one individual may not be 
a problem, but many might be. Instead of counting all of them, which 
would be impossible, scientists have ways of taking samples and using 
them to estimate population size. 

In this activity, you will use a model of a transect to study the organ-
isms found in two locations in a restored prairie. You will look for 
patterns among the components and consider how the information in 
the patterns can be useful to the scientists restoring the prairie.45

45  NGSPNS2

Transects

One technique scientists can use to collect 
data on the number of organisms in a popula-
tion, whether it is a species being restored or a 
species causing problems, is a transect. A tran-
sect is a specific path or area, often marked 
with a rope or measuring tape. Scientists mark 
the transect to show where data should be 
collected. The length of the transect and how 
often data are collected 
along the transect depends 
on what the scientists are 
studying. When scientists 
use transects in their work, 
they often say they are 
“conducting a transect.” 
Ecologists often use a 
quadrat, a square or rect-
angular plot of land marked 
off, to determine where to 
collect their samples. In the 
photographs below, you 
can see scientists conduct-
ing transects in different 
environments. 

Transect data can help scientists find relation-
ships between a population of organisms and 
other components of an ecosystem. For exam-
ple, if scientists are studying a population of 
purple coneflowers in a prairie, they may keep 
track of how much water is in the soil to look 
for patterns of soil moisture and how many 
coneflowers are growing.
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GUIDING QUESTION 
What patterns do you detect in the two environments, and 
how might the information in these patterns be useful to 
scientists?46

MATERIALS
For each group of four students

 1  set of Transect 1 Cards

 1  set of Transect 2 Cards 

 2  random number cubes 

For each student

1  Student Sheet 3.1, “Transect Results”

PROCEDURE
 1. Look at the pictures below of the locations of the two prairie 

transects. What do you notice? Make a list of observations in 
your science notebook.

46  NGCCPA1

Prairie Transect 2Prairie Transect 1
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 2. Read the information in the chart below. You will collect data on 
the four components of the environment listed.

Living and Nonliving Components of the Environment

LIVING

Native plants Plants naturally found in prairies, including purple coneflower, 
big bluestem, black-eyed Susan, and sandy milkweed 

Non-native 
plants

Plants not naturally found in prairies, including smooth brome 
and Canada thistle

Grasshoppers A native prairie insect that eats both native and non-native 
plants

NONLIVING

Soil moisture Can be dry, medium dry, or wet

 3. Start with Prairie Transect 1.47

 4. Roll both random number cubes at the same time. Add the 
numbers on the cubes to determine your first data sampling point. 
Select ONLY the transect card for that data sampling point. 

 5. Read the transect card for your data sampling point aloud to your 
group. Record the data from that transect point on Student Sheet 
3.1, “Transect Results.” 

 6. Repeat Procedure Steps 4 and 5 two more times so you collect 
data from a total of three data sampling points. 

 7. Repeat Procedure Steps 4–6 for Prairie Transect 2. 

 8. With your group, discuss the differences you observed in Prairie 
Transects 1 and 2 based on the data you collected.

 9. As a class, calculate the average number of native and non-native 
plants found in Prairie Transects 1 and 2. Also, note any differ-
ences in the soil moisture between the two locations. Discuss the 
differences you observed in the data you collected. 4849505152

 10. As a class, calculate the average number of grasshoppers found in 
the two prairie transects. Discuss why you think the scientists have 
started collecting data on the number of grasshoppers.

11. With your group, discuss what patterns you detected. What might 
be causing these patterns?

47  ELRS683
48  NGCCCE1
49  NGSPAD3
50  NGSPNS2
51  NGLS2C1
52  MASP6B5
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 12. As a class, discuss what you would tell the scientists about their 
efforts to restore the prairies in these two different locations.

• Are they on the right track? 

• Should they do anything differently in the future? 

• What other questions should the scientists ask themselves?

ANALYSIS
 1. How did the samples vary across the groups in your class? Why 

do you think this is? 

 2. How did the average number of native plants, non-native plants, 
and grasshoppers differ in the two prairie locations?

 3. a.   When you compared the two prairie transects, what patterns 
did you detect? 535455

b.   What factors or relationships might be the cause of these 
patterns?56

 4. Based on the data, does the current process for restoring the 
prairie seem to be working? Explain your reasoning. 57

53  NGCCPA1
54  NGSPAD1
55  SEASAD1
56  NGCCCE1
57  NGSL4D1
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 4  Taking a Look Outside
f i e l d  s t u d y

How would you describe your local environment? For example, 
what kinds of organisms are common? What kinds of physical 

features are in the environment? Are there a lot of human-built struc-
tures? What kinds of patterns and relationships can you detect?

In this activity, you have the opportunity to investigate some of 
these questions by conducting a transect on your school grounds or 
another local area, as shown in the drawing below. Like ecologists, 
you will keep track of two kinds of components of an ecosystem. 
Biotic components are the living organisms in an environment, while 
abiotic components include all of the physical, nonliving components 
of the environment, including water, temperature and sunlight.

LabAids SEPUP IAPS Ecology 3e
Figure: Eco3e SB 4_1
MyriadPro Reg 9.5/11
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GUIDING QUESTION 
What patterns do you observe when you investigate your own 
environment, and what might be causing these patterns?58

MATERIALS
For each group of four students

 1 piece of string or rope at least 10 meters (m) long

 8  quadrat edges

 8  quadrat connectors

 1  magnifier

 1  thermometer

  flagging tape 

PROCEDURE
 1. As a class, work with your teacher to decide where you will 

conduct this transect. Think about locations you would like 
to learn more about and where you are most likely to observe 
interactions between biotic and abiotic components of the 
environment. 

 2. As a class, discuss why you are interested in the chosen location 
and what you would like to learn about. What initial questions 
do you have about this environment?59

 3. Brainstorm what kinds of organisms you expect to find at the 
location. Also consider what abiotic components you expect to 
find or that you want to measure. 60

 4. Discuss what questions you want to try to answer with the data 
you collect.

 5. As a class, decide how long to make your transects. A reasonable 
length would be between 10 m and 100 m, depending on the 
location you will sample. Also, decide on the distance between 
samples along your transect. For example, if your transect is 
10 m long, you may decide to sample every meter, or if your 
transect is 100 m long, you may decide to sample every 10 m.6162

58  NGSPAQ1
59  NGLS4D1
60  NGLS2C1
61  NGSPPI2
62  SEASPI1
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 6. You will use the quadrat method for your transect. Assemble your 
quadrat as explained by your teacher.

 7. Each group should cut a piece of string the length of the transect. 
Mark it at the distances you determined in Procedure Step 5 by 
tying a piece of flagging tape tightly around the string. As shown 
in the picture in the introduction, you will place your quadrat 
along the side of the string, with the flagging tape centered on one 
side of the quadrat.

 8. Record your procedures for your investigation in your science 
notebook, and have your teacher approve them.

 9. As a group, decide where you will place your transect. The tran-
sect line should cut straight across the environment you will be 
sampling. 

 10. Create a group data table in which to record patterns you find 
in your quadrat. Your table should contain rows for each quadrat 
sampling point and columns for each component you will investi-
gate. Copy this data table into your science notebook. 63

 11. At each quadrat sampling point, record everything you find or 
measure. Are you finding biotic or abiotic items? Be sure to look 
closely for living organisms—they may be under leaves or grass, or 
in cracks in the pavement. 

 12. Share your data with the whole class as instructed by your teacher.

 13. In your group of four, discuss the following questions. Be 
prepared to share your ideas with the class.64656667686970

•  What organisms did you observe? 

•  What abiotic components did you observe?

•  Did you notice any patterns in where you found certain 
organisms?

•  What might cause these patterns?

14. As a class, based on your results so far, discuss what questions 
you have about your environment and how you would test those 
questions.

63  ELRS683
64  NGSPAD1
65  NGSPNS2
66  NGCCPA1
67  NGCCCE1
68  NGLS2C1
69  NGLS2C2
70  SEASOD1
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ANALYSIS
 1. What was the most common biotic component in your group’s 

transect?71

 2. What other biotic and abiotic components did you note? 

 3. Describe the relationships you see between the most common 
type of organism and other components of the environment. 72

 4. What questions would you like to ask about the environment?73

 5.  How would you test those questions?74

71  MASP6B5
72  NGCCPA1
73  NGSPAQ1
74  NGCCCE1
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   5 A Suitable Habitat
l a b o r at o r y

An invasive species is an introduced species that becomes success-
ful in its new environment and causes or may cause problems 

there. Many introduced species do not become invasive because they 
cannot survive in the new environment. This is because all species 
require certain features for the places in which they can live. Think 
about different aquatic ecosystems, such as a small pond or a coral 
reef. While both of these environments contain water, they have very 
different characteristics. Coral reefs are found in oceans, which con-
tain salt water, while most ponds are freshwater. An organism that 
lives in freshwater, like a zebra mussel, typically cannot survive in the 
coral reef environment because it does not have the right kinds of fea-
tures, or adaptations, to survive in that other environment.75

The specific kinds of biotic and abiotic requirements of a species 
determine in what kind of habitat it will be found. In the activity 
“Data Transects,” you read about ecologists wanting to bring bison 
back to the restored prairie. Before they can do that, they need to 
make sure that the prairie has the biotic and abiotic components 
needed to make it a suitable habitat for the bison.  

The photos below show a habitat for coral reef fishes and a garden 
habitat for butterflies.

75  NGLS2A1
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In this activity, you will investigate a species’ habitat requirements by 
looking at how individuals respond to different physical components 
in their environment. While ecologists often study what is happening 
to populations of organisms, like bison or zebra mussels, sometimes 
the answers come from examining the responses of individual 
organisms. The species you will study is the blackworm, Lumbriculus 
variegatus. Instead of going into the field to study this species, you 
will study it in the laboratory.

GUIDING QUESTION 
How do the habitat requirements of individual organisms 
determine where a species will be found in nature?

SAFETY NOTE
Wash or sanitize your hands when you finish the investigation.

MATERIALS
For each group of four students

 5 blackworms (Lumbriculus variegatus)

 1  petri dish (100-millimeter [mm])

 1 pipette

 1 cup of treated tap water (or spring water)

 1 dropper

  sand

  aquarium gravel

  aquatic leaf litter (such as oak leaves in spring water)

PROCEDURE
Part A: Blackworms

 1. Place five blackworms into a petri dish filled with treated tap 
water (or spring water).

 2. Observe how the blackworms respond over the next few minutes. 
Discuss with your group any behaviors that seem to be common 
to most of the blackworms.

 3. As a class, discuss what data to collect on the blackworms to 
determine which type(s) of material provide a good habitat  
for them.
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 4. Compare the materials available to you to create a blackworm 
habitat. Record any similarities and differences in the physical 
characteristics of the various habitat materials.

 5. With your group, design an investigation to determine which 
type(s) of material provide a good blackworm habitat. 767778

  When designing your investigation, think about the following 
questions:

•  What is the purpose of your investigation? 

•  What variable are you testing? 79

•  What variables will you keep the same?

•  What is your initial idea based on your initial observations?

•  How many trials will you conduct?

•  Will you collect qualitative and/or quantitative data? How will 
these data help you to make a conclusion?80

•  How will you record these data?

 6. Record your ideas and your planned procedure in your science 
notebook.

 7. Make a data table in your science notebook that has space for 
all the data you need to record. You will fill it in during your 
experiment.

 8. Obtain your teacher’s approval of your investigation. 

 9. Conduct your investigation and record your results. 

Part B: Reading

You have been investigating the blackworm’s habitat, which is the 
location in an environment where an organism lives. Using sand, 
gravel, and leaf litter, you created a habitat. Then you observed black-
worms interacting with that habitat. A group of blackworms living in 
the same habitat is known as a population. The total of all the areas 
where a species lives is its geographic range. In one habitat, there may 
be numerous populations of various species. For example, in a fresh-
water pond, there might be populations of blackworms, snails, water 
plants, and fish.  

76  NGSPPI2
77  NGLS2A1
78  SEASPI1
79  MASP6B5
80  NGCCPA1
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All of the living and nonliving components, and all of the interactions 
among them, are known as an ecosystem. Anything that does not 
interact with the components is considered outside the boundary 
of that ecosystem. An ecosystem can be as small as a puddle or as 
large as planet Earth. An ecosystem that supports lots of types of 
organisms has a high biodiversity. Biodiversity is the variety of life 
at every level, from genes to species to ecosystems.

Ecosystems are constantly changing. Take, for example, the effects 
on the ecosystem if a pond fills with sediment from soil erosion. If 
resources decrease, the populations that depend on them decrease. 
A resource is any factor that can be consumed or used by an 
organism. In this case, a decrease of water in the pond means that 
aquatic animals and water plants would die. Even birds and insects 
that depend on the pond for food would disappear. Eventually, a new 
ecosystem would develop based on the grasses that would sprout 
from the new sediments.8182

Organisms have adaptive characteristics that help them to survive 
in a particular ecosystem. For instance, water is scarce in the desert. 
Cacti and other desert plants have thick, waxy surfaces that hold 
water inside. Animals have adaptive characteristics and behaviors as 
well. To avoid the heat, many desert animals hunt only at night.83

This pond is filling with sediment and will eventually disappear. What will happen to the 
aquatic organisms that depend on the pond?

81  NGLS2A2
82  NGCCSC1
83  NGLS4C1
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ANALYSIS
 1. Based on your investigation, which type(s) of material provide a 

good habitat for blackworms? Explain how your results support 
your claim.84

 2. Based on what you now know about blackworms, in what type 
of environment do you think blackworms live? Explain your 
reasoning.858687

 3. Adaptive features can include behaviors as well as other character-
istics. What blackworm behaviors did you observe that might help 
it survive in its habitat? 8889

 4. What do you predict will happen if blackworms were introduced 
into a different ecosystem? 

 5. As you read in the activity “The Miracle Fish?” the government 
introduced Nile perch into Lake Victoria in the 1950s, but 
their population didn’t start increasing until the 1970s. Based 
on what you learned in in this activity, suggest a reason for this 
observation.9091

  Hint: Think about the ecosystem and how it may have changed. 

84  NGSPNS2
85  ELWH681
86  NGSPEA1
87  SEASAR1
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91  NGCCCE1
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 6  Ups and Downs
i n v e s t i g at i o n

As you have learned, populations of organisms may change 
over time. They may also vary from one location to another. 

Scientists have extensively studied one species, zebra mussels, in 
many different locations and across a long period of time. As you 
read in in the activity “Introduced Species,” zebra mussels were 
introduced from Europe and have caused a lot of problems in the 
United States. The mussel’s success in freshwater environments has 
caused the loss of native wildlife as well as damaged boat hulls and 
motors, to which they latch on. How fast is this population spread-
ing? Studying what has happened to populations of zebra mussels in 
European lakes, where they are native, can help scientists figure out 
what changes are occurring in the United States and what to expect 
for the future.9293

GUIDING QUESTION 
Do zebra mussel populations change or stay the same in 
their native range?

92  NGLS2AC1
93  NGCCSC1

Ecologists keep track of bison populations to make sure they 
are not decreasing in size.

Zebra mussel populations may become too large in some places.
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MATERIALS
For each pair of students

 1  Student Sheet 6.1, “Ups and Downs”

PROCEDURE
Part A: Initial Observations

 1. In your group of four, review the two tables below. Imagine that 
two different groups of ecologists used the quadrat method to 
collect data on the size of the zebra mussel population in Lake 
Miko, Poland, for two different time periods. (This lake is in the 
zebra mussel’s native range.)

Zebra Mussel Population in Lake Miko, Period 1 (1959–1968)
YEAR 1959 1960 1962 1968

Number of zebra 
mussels (per m2)

2,211 95 93 97

Zebra Mussel Population in Lake Miko, Period 2 (1971–1976)
YEAR 1971 1972 1974 1976

Number of zebra 
mussels (per m2)

393 802 1,086 2,179

 2. Divide your group in half. Assign one of the two data tables to 
each pair within your group.94

 3. With your partner, create a line graph of the data in your table 
using Student Sheet 6.1, “Ups and Downs.” Remember, inde-
pendent variables, such as time, are always graphed on the x-axis. 
Since you will compare graphs within your group, make sure that 
the x-axes of both graphs use the same scale.95

 4. After completing your graph, discuss with your partner what 
happens to the population of zebra mussels in Lake Miko from 
year to year. 9697

Part B: A More Complete Analysis

 5. Show your graph to the other students in your group. Point 
out the overall population trend—is the population increasing, 
decreasing, or stable?

94  NGSPAD1
95  MAMP681
96  NGCCPA1
97  NGCCSC1
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 6. Compare the two graphs. Discuss what conclusions you can 
make about the population trend in Lake Miko during Period 1 
vs. Period 2.

 7. Place the two graphs together, with the graph for Table 1 first 
and the graph for Table 2 second. If necessary, fold the edges of 
your sheets to fit the graphs together.

 8.  As a group, discuss what happens to the population trends when 
the two graphs are connected. How are the connected graphs 
different from each of the individual graphs? Be sure to 9899

•  describe what happens to the population size of zebra mussels 
in Lake Miko from 1959–1976. 

•  discuss whether you can make any definite conclusions about 
whether the population is increasing, decreasing, or staying 
the same.

ANALYSIS
 1. Respond to the following items using the graph you created.100

a. Sketch a line on your graph predicting what will happen to 
the size of this population of zebra mussels during the 10 
years after 1976. 101

b. Why does the graph look that way? Support your claim with 
evidence and reasoning. 

c. What additional information would make you more confident 
in your prediction? Explain.102

 2.  Consider population size when responding to the following 
items.103104105106107108109

a. What factors do you think affect the size of a population? 

b. Explain how each factor might affect population size: Would it 
cause the population to increase, decrease, or stay the same? 
Why?

98  NGCCPA1
99  NGCCSC1
100  SEASAR1
101  NGSPEA1
102  NGLS2A1
103  NGLS2A1
104  NGLS2A2
105  NGLS2A3
106  NGLS2A4
107  NGLS2C1
108  NGCCPA1
109  NGCCCE1
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 3. Shown below are graphs of zebra mussel populations in three 
lakes near Lake Miko. Describe the population trend in each 
graph. How does each population change over time?110111112113

Zebra Mussel Populations in Three Lakes

 4. Shown below are the data collected from 1977 to 1987. How 
does this additional information compare with your response to 
Analysis item 1? 

Zebra Mussel Population in Lake Miko, Period 3 (1977–1987)
YEAR 1977 1979 1982 1983 1987

Number of zebra 
mussels (per m2)

77 104 81 55 85

 5. Zebra mussels were introduced into the United States in the late 
1980s. They first appeared in Lake Erie, one of the Great Lakes 
shown in the map on the facing page. Today, the population of 
zebra mussels has reached as high as 70,000/m2 in some parts of 
Lake Erie!114115

a. How does this compare with the populations of zebra mussels 
found in the lakes in Poland? 

b. Why might zebra mussels be so much more abundant in their 
new environment in Lake Erie than in their native environment 
in Europe?

110  SEASAD1
111  NGLS2A1
112  NGCCPA1
113  NGSPAD1
114  NGSPEA1
115  ELRS683
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 6.  a.   What do you predict has happened to the range of zebra 
mussels?

b.  Look at the data your teacher will show you. How well does 
your prediction match the actual data?

Illinois

Wisconsin
Michigan

Indiana
Ohio

New York

Pennsylvania

Lake
Superior

Lake
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Lake
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Lake
Ontario

Minnesota

Lake
Erie
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 7  Coughing Up Clues
l a b o r at o r y

How do introduced species affect other organisms within a hab-
itat? What happens to the populations of native species when a 

new organism is introduced? Scientists often draw diagrams, called 
food webs, to model the feeding relationships within an ecosystem. 
By showing what each organism eats, food webs model the energy 
relationships among species. 

How can you find out what an organism eats? One way is to examine 
its stomach contents. Fish biologists will often collect specimens to 
take back to the laboratory or museum to examine. They cut open the 
stomach to determine the types and numbers of organisms that the 
fish have eaten. 

But in the case of owls, you can also examine an owl pellet. An owl pel-
let is a combination of bones and fur that an owl coughs up, just as a cat 
coughs up a hairball. Owl pellets are formed when owls swallow their 
prey whole and their digestive system cannot break down fur and bones. 
Within 12 to 24 hours after eating, an owl coughs up a pellet. Piles of 
pellets are often found at the base of trees on which owls perch. These 
pellets help ecologists learn what and how much owls eat.116117118119

116  NGLS2B1
117  NGSPDM1
118  NGCCSM2
119  NGCCEM3

A simplified food web of Lake Victoria
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GUIDING QUESTION 
What is an owl’s place and role in a food web?

MATERIALS
For each group of four students

 1 owl pellet

For each student 

 2 pointed wooden sticks

SAFETY NOTE
Wash or sanitize your hands when you finish the investigation.

PROCEDURE
 1. One member of your group should carefully pull the owl pellet 

into four equal-sized pieces using the wooden sticks. Distribute 
one piece to each group member. 120121

 2. Use your pair of sticks to gently separate all of the bones from 
the fur of your piece of owl pellet.

120  ELRS683
121  NGSPPI2

Fish specimens in a museum
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 3. Work with your group to divide all of the bones into groups based 
on their shapes. Use the table below, “Guide to Owl Pellet Bones,” 
to help you.

Guide to Owl Pellet Bones

Skulls

Jaws

Shoulder blades

Front legs

Hips 

Hind legs 

Assorted ribs 

Assorted vertebrae 
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 4. Count and record the number of bones in each of your 
categories.

 5. Try to arrange the bones to make a skeleton of one or more 
animals. Sketch your final arrangement(s).

ANALYSIS
 1. What did you learn about the diet of owls from investigating 

an owl pellet? Include information about the type and number 
of organisms in an owl’s diet. (Remember that an owl ejects a 
pellet within 12 to 24 hours after eating.)122123124125

 2. Begin constructing an owl’s food web. You will return to this 
food web in later activities.126127

a. The organisms that you uncovered in your owl pellet are 
likely to be voles—small rodents similar to mice. Owls also 
eat other small mammals, such as shrews, and insects. Use 
this information about an owl’s diet to develop a food web.

b. Voles eat mostly plant material, such as grass, seeds, roots, 
and bark. Shrews eat insects. Add these relationships to 
your food web.

c. Another kind of owl, the great horned owl, sometimes eats 
other owls. It also eats small mammals like voles. Add the 
great horned owl to your food web, and explain how it im-
pacts the rest of the food web.

 3.  Consider your food web when responding to the following 
items:128129130131132

a. What would happen to the food web if a disease caused the 
populations of voles and shrews to die off? Explain your 
reasoning.

b. How would this die-off affect the flow of energy in the 
ecosystem?

 4. All living things have a place in a food web. What would your 
personal food web look like?

122  NGSPCE2
123  SEASEX1
124  MARP6A3
125  NGSPAD3
126  NGSPDM1
127  NGCCEM3
128  NGLS2A1
129  NGLS2A2
130  NGLS2A3
131  NGLS2A4
132  NGLS2B1
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 5. Introduced Species Research Project: Research the food 
web of the introduced species you are studying. What effects, if 
any, has your species had on native species? What effects do you 
predict it will have in the future?

EXTENSION
To identify the skulls you found in your owl pellet and learn more 
about owl pellets, visit the the SEPUP Third Edition Ecology page of 
the SEPUP website at www.sepuplhs.org/middle/third-edition, and go to 
the activity link.
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One important part of every organism’s habitat is its source of 
food. Food provides both the matter and energy organisms 

need to grow and reproduce. Understanding how matter and energy 
move in an ecosystem is a major goal of ecologists.

GUIDING QUESTION 
How do matter and energy move in an ecosystem?

MATERIALS
For each group of four students

 1 large sheet of paper

  markers or colored pencils

   8  Eating for Matter and Energy
r e a d i n g
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READING
In the activity “Coughing Up Clues,” you learned that the owls you 
investigated eat small mammals like voles and shrews. After the owl 
consumes the mammal, the owl’s digestive system breaks down the 
mammal’s matter into smaller pieces. Some of the matter is converted 
into other kinds of matter, including all the stuff the owl needs to build 
its body, including proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. As some of the 
matter is broken down, energy stored in the food is released. The food’s 
released energy is needed by the owl’s cells for life processes, including 
growth, movement, and reproduction. 133134135136137

You also learned that voles consume primarily plant material. The 
matter in the plants is broken down into different kinds of matter to 
build the vole’s body, including its skeleton, muscles, and fur. The 
energy stored in the plants’ molecules is used to allow the vole to 
breathe, search for more food, build tunnels, and produce offspring.

STOP TO THINK 1

Why are owls and voles called consumers?

Where do the plants that voles eat get their food? Unlike animals, plants 
make their own food instead of getting it from other organisms. They 
have special structures (chloroplasts) that allow them to use energy from 
the sun to convert some matter—carbon dioxide and water—into other 
kinds of matter—sugars and oxygen. This process is known as photo-
synthesis. The sugars that they produce through this process become 
their food. Some of the sugars are eventually used in chemical reactions 

133  NGLS2B1
134  NGLS2A1
135  NGCCEM3
136  NGCCSM2
137  ELWH689
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that produce other kinds of matter, including the proteins, carbohy-
drates, and fats needed to build leaves, roots, and seeds. The rest of the 
sugar is used in chemical reactions that break the sugars down. The 
plants’ process of breaking down the matter in food releases energy. In 
both plants and animals, the series of chemical reactions that breaks 
down sugars and releases energy is called cellular respiration.

STOP TO THINK 2

Why are plants called producers?

Because plants can store the food they make for later use, other types 
of organisms are able to take advantage of this stored food by eating 
the plants. In fact, voles consume only plants, getting nearly all of the 
matter and energy they need to survive and reproduce from them. 
The matter and energy stored in the plant’s food is converted to mat-
ter and energy for use by the animal. However, some animals, like 
crows, eat both plants and other animals, getting matter and energy 
from both sources of food. Crows can live in numerous ecosystems, 
including that of owls.

STOP TO THINK 3

Return to your food web from Analysis item 2 in the activity “Coughing Up Clues.” 
Add crows to the food web, and label each component of the food web as a 
consumer or producer. What kind of a relationship do crows have with owls?

Your food web is a model of the feeding rela-
tionships in an ecosystem. The arrows show the 
direction that energy and matter are moving 
within the ecosystem. When you drew an owl 
and a vole, and an arrow pointing from the vole 
to the owl, you were indicating the type of inter-
action between these two components in the 
ecosystem. The owl is a predator of the vole, and 
the vole is the prey of the owl. Both are consum-
ers because neither makes its own food. When 
you added crows to your ecosystem, your model 
became more complex because crows get matter 
and energy from both plants and animals.
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STOP TO THINK 4

Return to your food web model. Where does the energy come from to support 
plants making their own food?

Nearly every ecosystem on Earth today relies on the sun’s energy as 
its initial energy source. Energy from the sun flows into ecosystems 
through plants, then into the animals that eat plants, and then into the 
animals that eat animals. Eventually, there is no more useable energy 
in the ecosystem. What happens to all of the energy? 

Initially, plants absorb only 1% of the sun’s energy. The rest of the 
sun’s energy is released as heat. Of the solar energy that plants absorb, 
only 10% of it is stored in the plant. The remaining 90% flows out of 
the food web as heat energy, and the energy is no longer available to 
organisms. After the vole eats the plant, once again, 90% of the energy 
stored in the plant leaves the food web as heat energy and only 10% of 
it is transferred to the vole. This pattern continues until the top level 
of the food web is reached, when there is not enough energy stored to 
support any additional levels. 

STOP TO THINK 5

Describe how energy flows into, through, and out of the owl’s food web.

Where do plants get the matter they use to produce their own food? 
As you read earlier, through photosynthesis, plants combine carbon 
dioxide and water and rearrange the molecules to create sugar and 
oxygen. The water used in photosynthesis can come from any source, 
including rain water, ground water, surface water, and even moisture 
in the air. Aquatic plants are surrounded by water! The carbon diox-
ide that plants use is found in the air or is dissolved in water. It may 
seem strange to think that a gas we can’t see or feel can be converted 
through a chemical process into an oak tree over 100 feet tall.

STOP TO THINK 6

Describe how matter moves throughout the owl’s food web.

You may be asking yourself what happens to the matter after an organ-
ism dies, or when it reaches the top of the food web. We’ll address this 
question in a later activity.
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ANALYSIS
 1. As a group, draw the owl’s food web on a large sheet of paper, 

showing138139140141142

a. the components. 

b. how energy flows through the ecosystem.

c. how matter moves through the ecosystem.

 2. A volcano erupts 40 miles from the owl’s ecosystem whose food 
web you drew. Ash from the eruption blocks sunlight over your 
ecosystem for several months.143144

a. Explain what happens within the food web in the weeks that 
follow the eruption.

b. The ash clears and several more months go by. What do you 
think will happen to your ecosystem? 

 3. Construct a model to show how energy flows into, through, and 
out of the owl’s ecosystem. Your model must account for the fact 
that only 10% of the energy remains in the system from one level 
of the food web to the next. Your model may be a drawing, a 
physical model, or a mathematical model.145146147148149150151

138  NGSPDM1
139  NGLS2B1
140  NGCCSM2
141  NGCCEM3
142  NGSPCE2
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   9   Population Growth
l a b o r at o r y

The ability of an organism to either make its own food, like plants, 
or acquire food from other organisms, like animals, is important 

in determining how successful that organism will be in its environ-
ment. In this activity, you will explore how the availability of food 
affects the growth of an entire population. The species you will study, 
Paramecium caudatum, is a single-celled organism that, like animals, 
consumes food made by other organisms.152153154

GUIDING QUESTION 
How does the availability of food affect a population?

MATERIALS
For the class

 1  culture of Paramecium caudatum

 2  (or more) clear plastic cups

 1  packet of wheat seeds

 2  (or more) droppers

For each pair of students

 2  microscope slides

 2  coverslips

 1  microscope

 1 paper towel

152  NGLS2A2
153  NGLS2A3
154  NGCCEM3

Flamingos feeding
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SAFETY NOTE
Wash or sanitize your hands when you finish the investigation.

PROCEDURE
Part A: Observing Paramecium

 1. Review the rules for handling a microscope on the following page.

 2. As instructed by your teacher, use the dropper in the cup 
containing the Paramecium to place a drop of liquid from that 
cup on your slide.

 3. Carefully touch one edge of the coverslip, at an angle, to the 
liquid on your slide (as shown below). Slowly allow the coverslip 
to drop into place.

 4. Be sure that your microscope is set on the lowest power (shortest 
objective) before placing your slide onto the microscope’s stage. 
Center the slide so that the specimen is directly over the light 
opening, and adjust the microscope settings as necessary.

Parts of a  Microscope

eyepiece

objectives

stage

stage clips

diaphragm

light source

coarse focus knob 

fine focus knob
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 5. Begin by observing the sample on low power. You may need to 
search the slide for Paramecium organisms. If you wish to switch 
to medium power, do so without moving the slide. Adjust the 
microscope setting as needed.

 6. Try to focus on one individual organism and observe it for a 
while, noting how it moves and takes in food items.

Part B: Comparing Populations of Paramecium

 7. Take notes in your science notebook as you listen to your teacher 
describe the different populations of Paramecium.

 8. You will have the opportunity to use the microscope to compare 
these different populations. Before doing so, do you predict there 
will be any differences? If not, explain your scientific reasoning. If 
so, how do you predict these populations will differ? Explain your 
scientific reasoning.

Rules for Handling a Microscope

• Always carry a microscope using two 
hands, as shown in the picture to 
the right.

• Rotate the objectives carefully. Do not 
allow them to touch the stage or 
anything placed on the stage, such 
as a slide. This can damage the 
microscope.

• When using the coarse focus knob, 
begin with the stage in its highest 
position and always focus by lower-
ing the stage (away from the objective).

• Use only lens paper to clean the 
 eyepiece or the objectives.

• When you have finished using a micro- 
scope, remember to turn off the microscope light and set the 
 microscope back to low power (the shortest objective,  usually 4×).
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 9. As instructed by your teacher, collect samples from the different 
populations and observe them under the microscope.155

 10. Record your observations as instructed by your teacher.

ANALYSIS
 1. Construct a food web for your Paramecium ecosystem. Be sure to 

label the components and illustrate how they interact. Indicate 
how matter and energy move into, through, and out of the 
ecosystem.156

 2. Did your findings support or refute your prediction in Procedure 
Step 8? Explain your answer using your evidence.

 3. Explain how food availability affected the populations 
of Paramecium. Be sure to use your data to develop your 
explanation.157158159160161162163164165166

 4. Predict whether the Paramecium populations will continue to 
grow. Justify your prediction with scientific reasoning.

 5. How could you design an experiment to test your ideas?

155  NGSPPI2
156  NGCCEM3
157  NGLS2A2
158  NGLS2A3
159  NGCCPA1
160  NGCCCE1
161  SEASAD1
162  ELWH681
163  NGCCSP3
164  MAMP682
165  MAMP6A1
166  NGPEL21

Paramecium as seen 
through a microscope
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 10   Interactions in Ecosystems
i n v e s t i g at i on

In the previous activity, you looked at how the availability of food 
affected the population size of Paramecium in the laboratory. 

Organisms in a natural ecosystem interact with many biotic and 
abiotic components in the environment. For example, the number 
of squirrels living in and near a city park might rise or fall because 
of biotic factors, such as the availability of nuts, seeds, and berries; 
the number of people who feed them; and the presence of raccoons 
and hawks. Abiotic factors, such as water shortages, mild or extreme 
weather, expansion of the parkland, or construction of homes in the 
area, might also affect the population size of squirrels.167 

The types of interactions between two species in an ecosystem may be 
helpful or harmful to one or both of the species. The interaction may 
also have no impact at all. In this activity, you will explore how different 
kinds of interactions in an ecosystem affect populations of organisms.

167  NGLS2A1

Impalas with oxpeckers  
on their backs
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GUIDING QUESTION 
How do interactions with living or nonliving factors in eco-
systems affect populations?

MATERIALS
For each student

 1  Student Sheet 10.1, “Patterns of Interactions”

 1  Student Sheet 10.2, “Types of Biotic Interactions”

PROCEDURE
 1. Read the six scenarios described below. Each one describes 

an interaction between a population and an abiotic or biotic 
factor.168169170171

168  NGLS2A4
169  NGCCPA1
170  NGCCCE2
171  MAEE69C

Scenario 1: Freshwater Lake Fish 

Rainbow smelt can survive in a wide range of 
lake environments. When rainbow smelt were 
introduced to Crystal Lake in Northern Wiscon-
sin, they quickly changed the ecosystem of the 
lake. For example, they ate up much of the food 
preferred by other fish. They have nearly elimi-
nated the yellow perch, another type of fish. 

Scenario 2: Marine Worms and Ocean 
Temperatures 

A kind of scale worm lives on sea stars in shal-
low ocean waters in the Pacific Northwest. 
The worm population increases when water 
temperatures drop in winter, and then drops as 
water temperatures rise through the summer. 

Scenario 3: Insects in Fields and Orchards 

Insects are a pest in crop fields, orchards, and 
other farmland. Evidence suggests that the 
introduction of a parasitic wasp can cause the 
levels of certain insect pests in farm fields to 
decline. 

Scenario 4: Phosphorus and Algae Growth 

Phosphorus is an essential nutrient for plants 
and algae. When phosphorus levels in water 
rise due to the presence of sewage waste, the 
population of algae increases. 

Scenario 5: Canadian Lynx and Snowshoe 
Hare 

The Canada lynx is a member of the cat family, 
not much larger than a house cat. In Northern 
Canada, the lynx’s preferred diet is the snow-
shoe hare. When the snowshoe hare population 
decreases, the lynx kittens are often unable to 
survive. 

Scenario 6: Oxygen and Fish Populations 

Investigations of a fish population in a lake 
showed that it was able to survive some 
decrease in oxygen. But as oxygen levels con-
tinued to drop, the fish population decreased 
rapidly.
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 2. Work with your group to examine the patterns of interaction 
illustrated by the graphs on Student Sheet 10.1, “Patterns of 
Interaction.” Describe what is happening to each line on the 
graph and how it relates to the other line. 172

 3. Work together to match each scenario to one or more graphs. 
Record the graph(s) that match the scenario. 

 4. If the interaction is biotic, discuss with your group if the inter-
action is helpful, harmful, or neutral to one or both species. Use 
Student Sheet 10.2, “Types of Biotic Interactions,” to determine 
which pattern of biotic interaction best fits with each pattern.

 5. With your group, discuss what you think might happen to the 
organisms on each graph over time. 

 6. Your teacher will assign your group one of the scenarios to focus 
on. Explain to the rest of the class why you think the graph you 
selected matches the scenario. 

 7. Work individually to write your explanation for your scenario as 
instructed by your teacher.173174175176177178

ANALYSIS
 1. Identify each of the following as one of the types of biotic 

interactions:179180

a. Mountain lions eat deer.

b. Lice live on a person’s head.

c. Hummingbirds feed on plant nectar.

d. Ladybugs eat aphids.

e. Deer and elk browse for shrubs in winter.

f. Vultures eat the remains of an animal killed by a mountain lion.

g. Roundworms live in the intestines of dogs.

h. Gophers dig tunnels and expose insects to nearby birds.

i. Bees gather nectar and pollinate flowers.

j. Oxpeckers eat ticks off the backs of impalas.

172  NGCCPA1
173  NGPEL22
174  SEASEX1
175  SELTWF1
176  NGCCCE1
177  NGLS2A3
178  NGLS2A4
179  NGCCPA1
180  NGLS2A4
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 2. Look back at your owl food web to respond to the following:181

a. What patterns of interactions are in the food web?

b. Are any types of biotic interactions missing? If so, what might 
be some likely examples that you could add to the food web?182

 3. Give an example of how humans interact with another species in 
each of the following ways:

a. predator–prey

b. competition

c. mutualism

 4. Introduced Species Research Project: Research and describe 
how the introduced species you are studying interacts with other 
components in the environment.

EXTENSION
Use the computer simulation linked on the SEPUP Third Edition 
Ecology page of the SEPUP website at www.sepuplhs.org/middle/
third-edition to examine predator–prey relationships and competitive 
relationships in greater depth. This simulation allows you to add 
and remove producers and consumers from the ecosystems. Make 
predictions about how removing one species will affect the remaining 
species. What will happen if you add a species? Does it matter it the 
species is a producer? a consumer? prey? predator?

181  NGCCPA1
182  NGLS2A4
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 11   Cycling of Matter
l a boratory

In  the activity, Eating for Matter and Energy,” you learned how 
energy flows into, through, and out of an ecosystem. But how 

does matter move in an ecosystem? To answer this question, you 
will investigate another important biotic component in ecosystems 
known as decomposers. You know that producers make their own 
food, and consumers use food made by other organisms. What role 
do decomposers play in an ecosystem? What types of organisms are 
decomposers? 

Organisms that eat dead organisms and wastes from living organisms 
are known as decomposers. Worms, bacteria, and fungi are decom-
posers. You can think of decomposers as a special type of consumer—
one that eats dead organisms and waste material. 

Decomposers, like worms and bacteria, can seem unimportant 
because they are so small and can be overlooked or invisible to us. 
But decomposers break down the large molecules in the dead and 
decaying materials that they feed upon and release smaller molecules 
back into the physical environment. These smaller molecules contain 

Fungi, such as these mushrooms, decompose wood and other dead plant material.
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carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorous, which can then be used by pro-
ducers to make their own food. In this way, matter is recycled within 
the ecosystem. 

Without decomposers, dead organisms would pile up and the nutri-
ents they contain could not be re-used by plants. Eventually, the 
fertility of soil and aquatic ecosystems would be reduced to nothing. 
Imagine what the bottom of a lake would look like without any 
decomposers! 183184185

In this activity, you will examine soil samples to look for decompos-
ers and for evidence of decomposition.

GUIDING QUESTION 
What is the role of decomposers in the cycling of matter in 
an ecosystem?

MATERIALS
For each group of four students

 1  soil sample

 1  stand 

 1  funnel

 1 perforated disc

 1  clamp

 1  piece of tubing

 1  large piece of rectangular filter paper

 1  petri dish

 1  cup of water

  markers

For each pair of students

 1  microscope

 1  microscope slide

 1  coverslip

 1  dropper

SAFETY NOTE
Wash or sanitize your hands when you finish the investigation.

183  NGCCEM3
184  NGLS2A4
185  NGLS2B1
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PROCEDURE
Part A: Investigating Soil

 1. Obtain 1/2 cup of soil as instructed by your teacher.

 2. Start building your nematode extractor by placing the tubing on the 
spout of the funnel. Then attach the clamp onto the middle of the 
tubing, as shown at left. Make sure that the tubing is pushed as far 
as it can go into the clamp; otherwise, the water can drip out.186

 3. Place the funnel in the stand and the perforated disc into the 
funnel.

 4. Add water to the funnel to the level of the perforated disc.

 5. Put a single layer of the rectangular filter paper in the funnel. You 
may need to separate the layers. Add a layer of your soil sample, 
no more than 1 cm deep, onto the filter paper.

 6. Fold the filter paper over the soil. Add just enough water to cover 
the soil and filter paper. Set aside for 1 day.

 Part B: Investigating Decomposition

 7. Listen and observe as your teacher sets up the device for following 
decomposition over time.

 8. As a class, discuss what you expect to happen over time, and 
establish a method for keeping track of your findings.187

Part C: Searching for Nematodes

 9. Carefully remove the clamp to release a small amount (less than 
5 mL) of water into the petri dish. Share this sample in your 
group of four.

 10. You might be able to see some small, white thread-like objects in 
the water. Try to suck up one of the thread-like objects into the 
dropper, and then squeeze a couple of drops from the dropper 
onto a microscope slide.

 11. Carefully touch one edge of the coverslip, at an angle, to the 
mixture. Slowly allow the coverslip to drop into place.

186  NGSPPI3
187  NGSPPI3

Nematode extractor
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 12. Begin by observing the slide on low power (usually the 4X 
objective). Be sure that the sample is in the center of the field of 
view (you may need to move the slide slightly) and completely in 
focus before going on to the next step.

  Hint: To check that you are focused on the sample, move the 
slide slightly while you look through the eyepiece—the sample 
that you are focused on should move as you move the slide.

 13.  Without moving the slide, switch to medium power (usually the 
10X objective). Adjust the microscope settings as necessary.

  Hint: If material on the slide is too dark to see, increase the 
amount of light on the slide by slightly opening the diaphragm 
under the stage.

 14. While looking through the eyepiece, move the slide around 
slowly so that you see all parts of your sample. As you scan the 
slide, look for movement, especially of thin, colorless organisms 
like the ones shown in the photo below. These organisms look 
like small earthworms but are actually members of a different 
phylum. These tiny worms are called nematodes (NEM-uh-
toads). (If you do not find any nematodes on your slide, make 
another slide from your sample.)

 15. Try to count the number of nematodes on your slide. Compare 
the number of nematodes you and your partner find with the 
rest of your group. 

 16. When you have completed your observations, turn off the micro-
scope light and set the microscope back to low power. 

 A nematode
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ANALYSIS
 1. Use the food web that you began in the “Coughing Up Clues” 

activity to respond to the following: 188189190

a. Which of the organisms in this ecosystem are producers? 
Which are consumers? 

b. Which are decomposers? If your food web does not already 
include decomposers, add them to the ecosystem.

c. Add arrows to show how matter cycles in the system. 

 2. Imagine that something kills most of the bacteria and other 
decomposers in a lake. What would happen to the cycling of 
matter in the ecosystem?191192193194

 3. True or false: The amount of matter in a living system stays the 
same. Explain your thinking.

188  NGLS2A4
189  NGSPDM1
190  SEASMD1
191  NGSPCE2
192  NGSPSM2
193  NGLS2B1
194  NGCCNS3
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 12   Modeling the Introduction 
of a New Species
m o d e l i n g

What happens when a new species is introduced into an ecosys-
tem? Does it change the availability of food and, therefore, 

the matter and energy available to other organisms? 

Consider the zebra mussel. As you know by now, this species has 
been causing many problems in the United States since humans 
unintentionally introduced it in the 1980s. How can such a tiny 
organism, which averages around an inch long, cause such serious 
problems?195196

To answer this question, we need to look at how a zebra mussel 
gets its food. Like all animals, zebra mussels acquire their food by 
eating other organisms. They feed by filtering microscopic plants 
and animals out of the water. A one-inch zebra mussel can filter 1 
L of water a day. If you had a number of zebra mussels that totaled 
1 kg of mass, they could filter 180 L each day. That’s the equivalent 
of a 45-kg (100 pound) person filtering 8,100 L per day. (Imagine 
over 4,000 2-L bottles!) Zebra mussels are so efficient at filtering out 
food from the environment that other animals that feed the same way 
can’t compete with them.

In this activity, you will model what happens to matter and energy 
when a new species is introduced into an ecosystem.

195  NGSPDM1
196  NGLS2C1

Zebra mussels feeding
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GUIDING QUESTION 
How does a new species affect the flow of energy and cycling 
of matter through an ecosystem?

MATERIALS
For each group of four students

 1  set of 9 Food Web Cards

PROCEDURE
Part A: Constructing your Food Web

 1. Work with your group to examine all nine of the Food Web Cards 
in your set.

 2. As a group, choose at least four cards and construct a simple food 
chain. Record your food chain in your science notebook.

 3. Identify the producers and consumers, and show how energy 
flows and matter cycles through the ecosystem.

 4. Work with your group to create a food web using all of the cards 
in your set, identifying what happens to energy and matter 
for each interaction. Record your food web in your science 
notebook.197198199200201

 5. Discuss your work with another group of students with the same 
set of Food Web Cards. How similar or different are your ideas?

 6. Look at the food webs created by groups that have a different 
set of Food Web Cards, and make note of any similarities and 
differences. 

Part B: Introducing a Species to your Food Web

 7. Your teacher will give you a new species to add to your food 
web. Identify what type of organism it is and its role in the 
ecosystem. 202203204205

 8. Use your model to explore how this new species affects the flow of 
energy and cycling of matter through your ecosystem, and record 
your revised food web in your science notebook.

197  SEASMD1
198  NGSPDM1
199  NGPEL23
200  NGCCEM3
201  NGCCSM2
202  NGLS2A4
203  NGLS2A2
204  NGLS2C1
205  NGCCNS3
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 9. As instructed by your teacher, share and discuss your new model 
with another group.

ANALYSIS
 1. Explain how the introduction of your new species affected 

your ecosystem. Be sure to address which interactions were 
affected. 206207208

 2. What would happen if209210

a. the top predators disappeared from your ecosystem? This 
might happen if the predators were overhunted. How does 
this affect the flow of energy through your ecosystem?

b. the producers disappeared from your ecosystem? This might 
happen if a disease caused the producers to die off. How does 
this affect the flow of energy through your ecosystem?

 3. Introduced Species Research Project: Explain how the 
introduction of the species you are investigating impacts the flow 
of energy and cycling of matter in the ecosystem.

206  NGLS2C1
207  NGLS2A2
208  NGLS2A4
209  NGLS2B1
210  NGCCEM3
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Ecosystems are always changing. For example, the type and num-
ber of organisms may change or the amount of available water may 

change. Sometimes an ecosystem changes back and forth within a 
small range. Such an ecosystem is considered stable. At other times, 
biotic or abiotic factors undergo major changes, or disruptions, and 
the ecosystem is no longer stable.211212

GUIDING QUESTION 
How can abiotic disruptions, such as fire, affect the flow of 
energy and cycling of matter in an ecosystem?

MATERIALS
For each group of four students 

 1 set of 6 Forest Change Cards

 1  set of 6 Forest Change Caption Cards

For each student 

 1  Student Sheet 13.1, “Energy Changes in a 
Forest Ecosystem”

PROCEDURE
 1. Carefully examine the six Forest 

Change Cards. With your group, use 
words to identify or describe the plants 
and animals on the cards. 

 2. The Forest Change Cards show 
changes in a forest ecosystem. Discuss 
how the drawings are similar to and 
different from a real forest ecosystem. 

 3. Which card shows a forest ecosystem 
that has existed for a long time? Place 
it as the first card in your timeline. 

211  NGLS2C1
212  NGCCSC1

 13   Abiotic Impacts on Ecosystems
i n v e s t i g at i o n

A landslide is one type of 
abiotic disruption.
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 4. Determine what happened in this forest over time. Place the 
remaining five cards in the order you think they happened, from 
oldest to most recent. Record your sequence on Student Sheet 
13.1, “Energy Changes in a Forest Ecosystem.” 213214215216

 5. Use the information on each card to complete an energy 
pyramid on Student Sheet 13.1 for the ecosystem at the time 
shown on the card.

• Be sure to draw in the original source of energy for each 
pyramid.

• If there are levels of a pyramid that did not contain living 
organisms at that time, write “none.”

 6. Your teacher will hand out a series of six Forest Change Caption 
Cards. Read each caption carefully, and match it to the appro-
priate event on Student Sheet 13.1. 

 7.  Read the paragraph below about the role of fire in an ecosystem.

213  NGLS2C1
214  NGCCSC1
215  NGLS2B1
216  NGCCEM3

Fire in Ecosystems

While fires can be very destructive when they occur where people live, 
fires caused by lightning regularly occur in some ecosystems, including 
prairies and forests. By burning dry plant material, fire acts as a decom-
poser. The energy in the fire converts the large molecules stored in plants 
to small molecules that return to the soil or air. In some areas with poor 
soil, fire actually increases the productivity of the soil by returning sub-
stances to the soil that organisms need to grow and reproduce. Because 
fires are so common in some ecosystems, some plants and animals have 
adaptations that allow them to succeed in an area that has recently 
had a fire. These are called fire-adapted species. Some trees have very 
thick bark to insulate against fire and lose their lower branches as they 
grow. Some plants have their growing point underground so that if a fire 
destroys the parts of the plant above ground, it can still survive. Some 
plants have seeds that will only start growing after a fire.
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ANALYSIS
 1. Explain how fire helps matter cycle through the biotic and abiotic 

parts of an ecosystem.

 2.  Compare and contrast how the cycling of matter and the flow of 
energy within an ecosystem change when there is 

a. an abrupt ecosystem change, like a fire. 

b. an ecosystem change that occurs over time, like a drought. 

 3. Explain why owls take longer to return to a forest ecosystem after 
a fire than do plants or voles. 217218219220221

 4. Should fires caused by lightning in forests or prairies be put out or 
left to burn? Explain your thinking. 

 5. What are some types of human-caused disruptions in the ecosys-
tems around you?222223

217  NGSPCE2
218  NGCCEM3
219  ELWH681
220  SEASEX1
221  NGLS2B1
222  NGLS4D1
223  NGES4C1
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As you know by now, introduced species are a major type of biotic 
disruption. When scientists realized that zebra mussels were 

likely to find their way into the Hudson River—a river that runs 
through the state of New York and drains into the Atlantic Ocean—
those scientists were in a unique position to understand and docu-
ment the impact of the invasion. 

Scientists don’t usually have data about an ecosystem until after the 
new species appears. However, scientists began collecting data on the 
Hudson River’s ecosystem in 1986. They decided to study the whole 
Hudson River ecosystem over a 200-km stretch. 

Ecosystems are usually not isolated—what happens in one place may 
have an effect on a place that seems far away. The scientists decided 
to do a long-term study because ecosystems are dynamic—they are 
constantly changing for many reasons. Some reasons for change are 
natural disturbances, and others are human-caused disturbances. 
Disturbances can affect many interactions between biotic and abiotic 
factors in the ecosystem.224225226227

224  NGLS2C1
225  NGLS4D1
226  NGES3C1
227  NGSPNS2

14   Effects of an Introduced Species
i n v e s t i g at i o n

Map of the Hudson River

LabAids SEPUP IAPS Ecology 3e
Figure: Eco3e SB 14_1
MyriadPro Reg 9.5/11
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In this activity, you will compare data collected by scientists in the 
years before and after the arrival of the zebra mussels. From the data, 
you will begin to build a picture of how the ecosystem has changed.

GUIDING QUESTION 
What do the scientific data tell you about how the Hudson 
River has changed after the introduction of the zebra mussel?

MATERIALS
For each pair of students 

 1 computer with Internet access 

PROCEDURE
 1. With your class, watch the video clips, The Problem and 

Observation. 

 2. With your partner, complete the reading below.

Collecting Data

To study the Hudson River ecosystem, scientists collected data on abiotic 
factors, such as the water’s temperature, cloudiness, pH, and oxygen lev-
els. The scientists also collected data on biotic factors, including measur-
ing the populations of microscopic organisms, fish, and aquatic plants. To 
study the whole river, they chose six key locations where they measured 
several variables. They also used the transect method to collect water 
samples every 2–4 km along a 170-km stretch of the river between the six 
key locations. At that time, no zebra mussels lived in the river. 

In May 1991, a few years after they were first found in the Great Lakes, 
zebra mussels appeared in the Hudson River. Based on what scientists 
already knew about the Hudson’s water chemistry, its river bottom, and 
other conditions, they predicted that zebra mussels would invade the 
river. Within a year, scientists estimated that the zebra mussel population 
had reached 500 billion! If you had a huge balance scale and put the Hud-
son River zebra mussels on one side, they would outweigh all the other 
consumers in the ecosystem combined—all the fish, zooplankton, worms, 
shellfish, and bacteria. 
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 3. Now you will help scientists figure out how the zebra mussels 
have affected the river ecosystem. With your partner, use the 
table below to choose three factors to investigate. Be sure to 
choose factors you think zebra mussels might affect.

Biotic factors Abiotic factors

Phytoplankton: These tiny drifting 
organisms use photosynthesis to make 
food. Scientists filter plankton from the 
water and measure the amount of chloro-
phyll they contain to estimate the amount 
of phytoplankton.

(Graph Parameter: Chlorophyll a)

Water Temperature: Temperature affects 
an organism’s metabolism—the internal 
chemical reactions that affect its health and 
growth.

(Graph Parameter: Temperature)

Zooplankton: These tiny animals drift 
in open water, feeding on phytoplankton. 
Scientists measure their abundance by 
filtering river water through mesh nets.

(Graph Parameters: Rotifers, copepods, 
Cladocera)

Dissolved Oxygen: Oxygen dissolves in 
water. Both producers and consumers (like 
zebra mussels) take up oxygen during respi-
ration. Producers also give off oxygen.

(Graph Parameter: Dissolved oxygen)

Freshwater Mollusks: Mollusks, such 
as clams, mussels, and oysters, feed by 
filtering food. Native mollusks in the 
Hudson River include Unionidae and 
Sphaeriidae, which eat bacteria and 
phytoplankton.

(Graph Parameters: Unionidae, 
Sphaeriidae)

Water Clarity: Scientists use a Secchi disk 
to measure how clear water is. They lower the 
disk into the water until they can no longer see 
the pattern on the disk’s surface. The clearer 
the water, the greater the depth at which 
scientists can see the pattern.

(Graph Parameter: Secchi depth)

Watershed Nutrients from Organic 
Matter: Organic particles from soil, dead 
leaves, and other materials wash into the 
river from the watershed (the land around 
the river). This organic matter feeds many 
organisms, especially bacteria.

(Graph Parameters: Bacterial abun-
dance, bacterial production)

Suspended Solids: The solid particles 
suspended in water affect its clarity and 
quality. These particles can be both biotic (like 
phytoplankton) and abiotic (like silt and clay). 
Zebra mussels consume huge amounts of 
biotic suspended solids, clearing large bodies 
of water.

(Graph Parameter: Total suspended solids)
Fish: Fish eat zooplankton, invertebrates, 
or other fish.

(Graph Parameters: Alosa (pelagic 
fish), Centrarchidae (littoral fish))

LabAids SEPUP IAPS Ecology 3e
Figure: Eco3e SB 14_2
MyriadPro Reg 9.5/11
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 4. Following your teacher’s directions, develop a testable question 
and a prediction for how each factor you selected will change 
after the zebra mussel’s arrival in the river. Write down why you 
chose these factors and your prediction for each factor. Have your 
teacher approve your choice of factors.228229230

 5. With your partner, go to the link on the Ecology page of the 
SEPUP website as instructed by your teacher. Select “Graph the 
Data.”

 6. You will examine data from the Kingston location. Select “Over 
Time,” and use the map to choose the Kingston location. 

 7. Set the first parameter to “Zebra mussel,” and set the second 
parameter to one of the factors that you chose in Procedure Step 3. 

 8.  Examine the graph prior to the arrival of the zebra mussel in 
1991 and afterwards, and record your findings in your science 
notebook. 231

 9. Repeat this process for each of the other two factors you chose. 

ANALYSIS
 1. For each factor you examined, do the data show stability or 

change in the Hudson River ecosystem? Support your claim with 
evidence and reasoning. 232233234235236237

 2. In Procedure Step 4, you made predictions about how each of the 
three factors would be affected by the introduction of the zebra 
mussel. Describe whether the data supported your predictions. 

 3. How did the introduction of the zebra mussel change the Hudson 
River ecosystem? 

 4. Your observations covered data that spanned from a few years 
before to over 20 years after the zebra mussel arrived in the 
Hudson River. Predict what the data might show in the next 20 
years. Explain the reasons for your prediction. 238239

228  NGCCPA1
229  NGCCCE2
230  NGCCSC1
231  MASP6B5
232  SEASAR1
233  SELTWF2
234  NGSPEA2
235  NGLS2A1
236  NGLS2A2
237  NGPEL24
238 NGCCPA1
239  NGCCCE2
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15  Too Many Mussels
ta l k i n g  i t  o v e r

Zebra mussels cause major problems for both people and other 
organisms. They clog water pipes that people depend on for 

drinking water—as many as 750,000 zebra mussels have been found 
in 1 m2 of pipe! Zebra mussels outcompete other organisms for food, 
causing these other species to decline. They also spread the bacteria 
that cause botulism to birds that eat them. Botulism can be fatal to 
both birds and humans. Zebra mussels cost the United States billions 
of dollars each year because of the damage they cause and our efforts 
to control them. 240241

How did the zebra mussel get to U.S. and Canadian waterways, 
including rivers and lakes? Scientists agree that its arrival was due 
to the dumping of ballast water by large ships 
coming from Europe. Ballast water is used to 
keep ships stable in the water. European ships 
take on ballast water that is full of zebra mus-
sels, and those zebra mussels are then released 
when the ships dump the ballast water. The 
zebra mussel has been able to spread all across 
the United States because waterways are con-
nected either naturally or artificially through 
human-made canals. Boats or trailers that are 
moved from one waterway to another can also 
spread zebra mussels.

What can humans do to reduce or eliminate 
the problems caused by the zebra mussel? In 
this activity, you will explore some possible 
solutions to these problems.

GUIDING QUESTION 
How can humans control or eliminate 
an invasive species?

240  NGLS4D1
241  NGCCSC1

In this photo, you can see zebra mussel shells pile along the 
beach in a stack more than a foot high.
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MATERIALS
For each student

 1  Student Sheet 15.1, “Trade-offs of Zebra Mussel Control Methods”

 1  Student Sheet 15.2, “Designing a Possible Solution to a Specific Zebra Mussel 
Problem”

PROCEDURE
Part A: Trade-offs of Zebra Mussel Control Methods

 1. As a class, read “Designing Solutions to Environmental 
Problems.”

 2. With your group, read and discuss the following descriptions 
about various zebra mussel control methods that scientists and 
engineers have used or considered.242

• Use Student Sheet 15.1, “Trade-offs of Zebra Mussel Control 
Methods,” to identify the advantages and disadvantages of the 
different methods.

• Be sure to make note of the situations where each method 
might be beneficial or harmful.

242  ELRI088

Designing Solutions to Environmental Problems

Engineers design solutions to problems. However, the aim of engineer-
ing is not just to design a solution but to design the best solution. Before 
designing a solution, engineers will identify criteria and constraints. 
Criteria are the desired goals and the desired features of the solution. 
Constraints are something that limit the solution to the problem. 1

Recall the prairie restoration project that you learned about in an ear-
lier activity. One criterion for that project might be that the prairie must 
sustain a herd of at least 20 bison. A constraint might be that the prairie 
cannot be made any larger because of the housing development sur-
rounding it. Designing, or deciding on, the best solution often requires 
making trade-offs between criteria. With the prairie, it may be possible to 
sustain 20 bison but only if supplemental food is provided for the bison. 
The money spent to purchase the food may result in fewer educational 
programs offered by the prairie’s nature center.23

1  NGED1A1
2  NGED1B2
3  NGES3C2
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Zebra Mussel Control Methods

Chemical Control

Chlorine: Chlorine added to water containing 
zebra mussels is an effective way to kill them. 
Some studies have shown that nearly 100% of 
zebra mussels die when chlorine is added to 
the water for at least two weeks. However, chlo-
rine will kill most other organisms in the water, 
including native species. When chlorine is mixed 
with certain mussel proteins, cancer-causing 
substances may form, which are dangerous to 
the environment and human health. 

Potassium chloride: Many poisons are not 
effective on zebra mussels because they will 
close their shells and stop feeding once they 
detect a poison. However, by coating the poi-
sonous potassium chloride with vegetable oil, 
zebra mussels mistake these particles as food 
and consume them. In a controlled environ-
ment, 60% of mussels died when exposed to 
the coated poison. However, the effectiveness 
of this control method still needs to be tested 
in the natural environment, and the effects on 
other species are not known.

Mechanical Control

Manual removal: Zebra mussels can be 
removed from hard surfaces, especially from 
inside water pipes, using a high-pressure washer 
or other scraping technique. Manual removal is 
not known to cause harm to other species. How-
ever, this method requires a large effort by peo-
ple, which is expensive. It is also possible for the 
mussels to come back in a year. The tiny larvae of 
the mussels live in the open water separate from 
the adult zebra mussel clusters, and so are not 
removed by this manual method.

Screening: Filtering water through a screen 
is another way to mechanically remove zebra 
mussels from water pipes. Engineers have 
developed a filter than can screen out even 
the smallest zebra mussel larvae (0.1 mm). In a 
trial, no adult zebra mussel successfully moved 
through the filter. Of the small number of eggs 
and larvae that slipped through the screen, all 
were dead or dying. The cost of using this filter 
has not yet been determined nor has it been 
considered for use in natural ecosystems.

A worker uses a power 
washer to remove mussels 
from inside a water pipe.
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Hint: Compare and contrast the problems the zebra mussel 
causes for

• humans because of the disruption of ecosystem services, like 
access to fresh water.

• native organisms in the ecosystem.

Part B: Identifying a Possible Solution to a Zebra Mussel 
Problem

 3. Listen as your teacher assigns your group one of the following two 
design tasks, both addressing problems caused by zebra mussels: 

• problems affecting humans

• problems affecting native organisms

Biological Control

Bacteria: Although phytoplankton are their 
preferred food, zebra mussels can filter out 
and consume bacteria as a food source. When 
scientists introduce a certain kind of bacteria 
(Pseudomonas fluorescens) into the environ-
ment at high densities, a toxin within these 
bacterial cells destroys the mussel’s digestive 
system. These bacteria kill 75–100% of zebra 
mussels in experiments, and they do not seem 
to affect other species in the laboratory. While 
P. fluorescens is an unusual cause of disease in 
humans, it can occur. 

Predation: Zebra mussels do not have many 
natural predators in North America, but in 
their native range, over 175 species of birds 
and fish are known to prey upon them. In 
European lakes, diving ducks thrive on zebra 
mussels and have the potential to reduce the 
zebra mussel population by over 50%. Small 
pieces of zebra mussels have been found 

in the stomachs of many species of fish in 
the United States, but so far no predator is 
known to successfully control zebra mussels. 
However, scientists are beginning to research 
predation by a natural predator as a method 
of control. Scientists say that research should 
focus on species that favor zebra mussels over 
other prey. 

Zebra Mussel Control Methods continued

A ruddy duck is a type of diving duck.
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 4. Use Student Sheet 15.2, “Designing a Possible Solution to a 
Specific Zebra Mussel Problem,” to design your group’s best 
solution. You may choose several of the proposed control methods 
to implement. Make sure to provide your reasoning to justify why 
you think a solution or combination of solutions is the best choice. 
You must specify the criteria and constraints of your solution.243

 5. Meet with another group that was assigned the same problem 
and share your solution. Be sure to discuss the criteria and 
constraints for your solutions.

 6. Within your groups, make any revisions to your solution based 
on what you learned from other groups. You may also revise your 
criteria and constraints.

 7. As a class, compare and contrast the best solution(s) for solving 
the two kinds of zebra mussel problems—those affecting human 
and those affecting native organisms.

ANALYSIS
 1a. Evaluate the different zebra mussel control methods for the 

problem you were trying to solve. Which method(s) are most 
effective? Be sure to state your claim, provide evidence to 
support your claim, and provide the scientific reasoning for why 
your evidence supports your claim. 244245246247248249

 1b. Considering all of the problems caused by zebra mussels for 
both people and biodiversity, which control method is the best, 
taking into account environmental needs, economic needs and 
social needs?

  Hint: To write a complete answer, first state your opinion. 
Provide two or more pieces of evidence that support your 
opinion. Then consider all sides of the issue, and identify the 
trade-offs of your decision.

 2.  Scientific knowledge is valuable when making decisions because 
it can describe the consequences of actions. However, science is 
not usually the only consideration when making a decision. Give 
an example of a problem that affects your own community, and 
explain what needs to be considered when solving the problem.250 

 3. Introduced Species Research Project: How does the 
introduced species you are investigating disrupt the ecosystem 
services that humans derive from the environment?

243  NGED1B2
244  NGPEL25245  NGSPEA2
246  SEASEA1
247  NGLS4D1
248  NGES3C2
249  ELWH681
250 
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 16   Presenting the Facts
p r o j e c t

Introduced species can have an enormous impact on the economy as 
well as on native ecosystems. Your research project and your study 

of ecology have helped you to become an expert on one introduced 
species. Why are some introduced species more likely to be success-
ful than others, and how do those species affect the biotic and abiotic 
components of the ecosystem?

GUIDING QUESTIONS
What effect can certain introduced species have on an 
environment? What, if anything, can or should humans do 
to control these species?

LabAids SEPUP IAPS Ecology 3e
Figure: Eco3e SB 16_1
MyriadPro Reg 9.5/11
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MATERIALS
 1  Student Sheet 16.1, “Anticipation Guide: Introduced Species”

PROCEDURE
 1. In the “Introduced Species” activity, you began a research 

project on an introduced species. You will now present your 
research to the class. Use Student Sheet 2.1, “Introduced 
Species Research,” as you plan your presentation. Your presen-
tation should help your audience understand how this species 
impacts the ecosystem. It should also help the audience make 
an informed decision about what, if anything, should be done 
to control this introduced species.251252

a. When planning your presentation, keep the following in mind:

 •  All the members of your group must participate.

 •   Since any group member may be asked to answer questions 
from the class, all group members should fully understand 
the report.

 •   Your presentation time is limited.

 •   Many people learn best from a mix of visual, written, 
and spoken information. Include graphs and maps when 
possible.

b. When listening to other groups, 

 •   pay close attention because, as a class, you will need to 
compare and contrast all of the introduced species.

 •   ask clarifying questions or take notes if there is something 
you want to mention during the class discussion that will 
follow all of the presentations.

 2. After all of the presentations, as a class, follow your teacher’s 
directions for comparing and contrasting how each of the intro-
duced species impacts the biotic and abiotic components of the 
ecosystem.253254255256257258

251 NGSPOE1
252  SEASCM1
253  NGLS2A2
254  NGLS2C1
255  NGLS4D1
256  NGES3C1
257  NGCCPA1
258  NGCCCE2
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 3. As a class, discuss the following:259260

a. Which of these introduced species, if any, should be 
controlled?

b. For those species that should be controlled, what would be 
some effective ways of controlling them? Be sure to discuss the 
trade-offs of the different solutions.

ANALYSIS
 1. How do you think the number of introduced species in the 

United States will change over the next 50 years? Explain your 
reasoning.261

 2. Imagine a friend of yours has a pet fish that they no longer want, 
and they plan to release it into the local stream. Write an email 
message to this friend about what might happen as a consequence 
of this action.262263

 3. If you were going to become a scientist or engineer to help solve 
problems around invasive species, what kinds of skills and knowl-
edge should you have?

259  NGED1A1
260  NGED1B2
261  NGCCSC1
262  NGLS4D1
263  NGES3C1
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  Ecology
u n i t  s u m m a r y

Resource Availability

Ecology is the study of organisms and their interactions with other 
organisms and the physical environment. All of these interacting 
biotic and abiotic components make up an ecosystem. How well an 
organism does in its environment depends on its ability to acquire 
all of the resources it needs to grow, survive, and reproduce. One 
important resource is food, which provides an organism with the 
matter and energy it requires for these processes. When the availabil-
ity of resources remains the same, a population of organisms may be 
stable over time. When resource availability changes, population size 
may change.

Population Ecology

Ecologists use many methods to determine population size. One 
such method is the transect method. By sampling the population in 
a systematic way, ecologists can estimate the size of a population in 
different environments and over time. This allows them to detect pat-
terns and relationships between the organisms and other components 
in the ecosystem. For example, a population’s increase in size may 
cause populations of other organisms to change in size also. Ecologists 
use models to describe relationships and to explain how an ecosystem 
functions. When the models focus on feeding relationships, they are 
called food webs. Ecologists use food webs to predict how changing 
one component within an ecosystem’s feeding relationships may affect 
other components.

Cycling of Matter

All ecosystems have producers, like plants and algae, that use energy 
from the sun and matter in the form of water and carbon dioxide 
to make their own food. This process is known as photosynthesis. 
Producers can store this food or use it immediately. Consumers, 
organisms like animals, get their food by eating other organisms—
consumers, producers, or both. Both producers and consumers break 
down food through cellular respiration to get the energy and matter 
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they need for growth, survival, and reproduction. Decomposers are 
organisms that feed on dead and decaying organisms, breaking them 
down into carbon dioxide and water that can be used again by pro-
ducers. In this way, matter cycles through ecosystems. 

Flow of Energy

In contrast to matter, energy cannot be recycled in an ecosystem. 
At each level of the food web, only 10% of the energy in that level is 
available to the next level. The remaining 90% of the energy leaves the 
food web as heat. Eventually, because of the lessening energy available 
to the next level, additional levels cannot be supported. Thus, energy 
flows into, through, and out of a food web. 

Interactions in Ecosystems

Biotic interactions follow predictable patterns across all ecosystems. 
Organisms that require the same resources to survive, grow, and 
reproduce are competitors for those resources. An animal that eats 
other animals is a predator, and one that is eaten by other animals 
is considered prey. Organisms can be harmed by other organisms 
through parasitism, or they can benefit from other organisms through 
mutualism. Understanding all of these interactions is essential to 
understanding how ecosystems function and how they may change 
over time. 

Disruptions

Disruptions to ecosystems happen naturally due to small and large 
events. When a disruption is small and short term, ecosystems typically 
return to how they were before the disruption. When the disruption 
is large and happens over a long period of time, the ecosystem may 
change forever. Disruptions can be caused by natural disasters, such as 
fires, volcanoes, landslides, and extreme weather conditions. They can 
also be caused by human activity, including habitat destruction, over-
hunting, or the introduction of a new species into an area where it has 
never occurred before. While most of the time these introductions do 
not affect the ecosystem, in some cases they have a very large impact 
because of the effects on the food web. When the introduced species 
is a plant, it may outcompete other plants for space. If it is an animal, 
it may outcompete other animals and cause the decline of these other 
species. When the introduced species is a predator, it may cause the 
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decline of prey species that have no defenses against the new predator. 
Introduced species may also cause harm to humans through effects on 
health or the economy.

Design Solutions

Because of the harmful effects of introduced species for both ecosys-
tems and humans, scientists and engineers are working to design solu-
tions to these problems. Evaluating these possible solutions requires 
developing criteria and defining constraints. The optimal solution to 
problems caused by introduced species often depends on whether 
the problem affects natural ecosystems or human-built structures. 
Solutions to these problems require the input from people with knowl-
edge in science, engineering, economics, and social science. 

Key Science Terms

abiotic component

biotic component
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constraint
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disruption
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energy
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matter
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resource

stability
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THE NATURE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

If someone asked you the question, “What is science?” how would you 
answer?

You might reply that it is knowledge of such subjects as Biology, 
Chemistry, Earth Science, and Physics. That would be only partly 
correct. Although science is certainly related to the accumulation and 
advancement of knowledge, it is much more than that. Science is a 
way of exploring and understanding the natural world. 

According to the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science (AAAS), two of the most fundamental aspects of science are 
that the world is understandable and that scientific ideas are subject 
to change. 

Scientists believe that the world is understandable because things 
happen in consistent patterns that we can eventually understand 
through careful study. Observations must be made and data collected 
for us to discover the patterns that exist in the universe. At times 
scientists have to invent the instruments that allow them to collect 
this data. Eventually, they develop theories to explain the observa-
tions and patterns. The principles on which a theory is based apply 
throughout the universe. 

When new knowledge becomes available, it is sometimes necessary 
to change theories. This most often means making small adjustments, 
but on rare occasions it means completely revising a theory. Although 
scientists can never be 100% certain about a theory, as knowledge 
about the universe becomes more sophisticated most theories become 
more refined and more widely accepted. You will see examples of this 
process as you study the history of scientists’ understanding of such 
topics as elements and the periodic table, the cellular basis of life, 
genetics, plate tectonics, the solar system, and the universe in this 
middle school science program.

 Science and EngineeringA
a p p e n d i x
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While the main goal of science is to understand phenomena, the main 
goal of engineering is to solve problems. Like science, engineering 
involves both knowledge and a set of practices common across a range 
of engineering problems. Just as scientists start by asking questions, 
engineers start by defining problems. Just as scientists search for expla-
nations for phenomena, engineers search for solutions to problems.

Science and engineering often build on each other. For example, 
scientists use instruments developed by engineers to study the natural 
world. And engineers use scientific principles when designing solu-
tions to problems.

Scientific Inquiry

Inquiry is at the heart of science, and an important component of 
inquiry is scientific investigation, including experimentation. Although 
scientists do not necessarily follow a series of fixed steps when con-
ducting investigations, they share common understandings about 
the characteristics of a scientifically valid investigation. For example, 
scientists obtain evidence from observations and measurements. They 
repeat and confirm obser va tions and ask other scientists to review 
their results. It is important for scientists to avoid bias in designing, 
conducting, and reporting their investigations and to have other unbi-
ased scientists duplicate their results. Some types of investigations 
allow scientists to set up controls and vary just one condition at a 
time. They formulate and test hypotheses, sometimes collecting data 
that lead them to develop theories. 

When scientists develop theories they are constructing models and 
explanations of the patterns and relationships they observe in natural 
phenomena. These explanations must be logically consistent with 
the evidence they have gathered and with evidence other scientists 
have gathered. Hypotheses and theories allow scientists to make 
predictions. If testing turns out to not support a prediction, scientists 
may have to look at revising the hypothesis or theory on which the 
prediction was based. 

Engineering Design

An engineer uses science and technology to build a product or design 
a process that solves a problem or makes the world better. Engineering 
design refers to the process engineers use to design, test, and improve 
solutions to problems. Like scientists, engineers design investigations to 
test their ideas, use mathematics, analyze their data, and develop models.
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Since most solutions in the real world are not perfect, engineers work 
to develop the best solutions they can, while balancing such factors as 
the function, cost, safety, and usability of their solutions. The factors 
engineers identify as important for solutions to a problem are called 
criteria and constraints. Most engineering solutions have one or more 
trade-offs—desired features that must be given up in order to gain 
other more desirable features.

Science as a Human Endeavor

Science and engineering are human activities. People from all over 
the world engage in science and engineering and use scientific 
information and technological solutions. The types of questions a 
scientist asks and the types of problems an engineer tries to solve 
are influenced by what they think is important. And what they think 
is important to investigate often depends on their background, 
experiences, and perspective. This is why it is essential for all types 
of people to become scientists and engineers—to be sure science 
and engineering respond to their interests and needs and to be sure 
that there are diverse ideas to enrich explanations and arguments. 
Participation by a wide variety of people in science and engineering 
will lead to greater and swifter progress toward understanding how 
the natural world works and solving problems facing individuals, 
communities, and the environment.

Visit the SEPUP Third Edition page for each unit of the SEPUP 
website at www.sepuplhs.org/middle/third-edition to learn more about 
the interests and accomplishments of diverse scientists and engineers. 
Each unit highlights examples of people from varied backgrounds in 
careers that contribute to and depend on the advancement of science 
and technology. 
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 Science SafetyB
SCIENCE SAFETY GUIDELINES

You are responsible for your own safety and for the safety of others. 
Be sure you understand the following guidelines and follow your 

teacher’s instructions for all laboratory and field activities.

Before the Investigation

• Listen carefully to your teacher’s instructions, and follow any 
steps recommended when preparing for the activity.

• Know the location and proper use of emergency safety equip-
ment, such as the safety eye-and-face wash, fire blanket, and fire 
extinguisher.

• Know the location of exits and the procedures for an emergency.

• Dress appropriately for lab work. Tie back long hair and avoid 
wearing dangling or bulky jewelry or clothing. Do not wear open-
toed shoes. Avoid wearing synthetic fingernails—they are a fire 
hazard and can tear protective gloves.

• Tell your teacher if you wear contact lenses, have allergies to 
latex, food, or other items, or have any medical condition that 
may affect your ability to perform the lab safely.

• Make sure the worksurface and floor in your work area are clear 
of books, backpacks, purses, or other unnecessary materials.

• Ask questions if you do not understand the procedure or safety 
recommendations for an activity.

• Review, understand, and sign the Safety Agreement, and obtain 
the signature of a parent or guardian.

a p p e n d i x
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During the Investigation

• Carefully read and follow the activity procedure and safety 
recommendations.

• Follow any additional written and spoken instructions provided by 
your teacher.

• Use only those activities and materials approved by your teacher 
and needed for the investigation.

• Don’t eat, drink, chew gum, or apply cosmetics in the lab area.

• Wear personal protective equipment (chemical splash goggles, lab 
aprons, and protective gloves) appropriate for the activity.

• Do not wear contact lenses when using chemicals. If your doctor 
says you must wear them, notify your teacher before conducting 
any activity that uses chemicals.

• Read all labels on chemicals, and be sure you are using the correct 
chemical.

• Keep chemical containers closed when not in use.

• Do not touch, taste, or smell any chemical unless you are 
instructed to do so by your teacher.

• Mix chemicals only as directed.

• Use caution when working with hot plates, hot liquids, electrical 
equipment, and glassware.

• Follow all directions when working with live organisms or micro-
bial cultures.

• Be mature and cautious, and don’t engage in horseplay.

• Report any unsafe situations, accidents, or chemical spills to your 
teacher immediately.

• If you spill chemicals on your skin, wash it for 15 minutes with 
large amounts of water. Remove any contaminated clothing and 
continue to rinse. Ask your teacher if you should take other steps, 
including seeking medical attention.

• Respect and take care of all equipment.
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After the Investigation

• Dispose of all chemical and biological materials as instructed by 
your teacher.

• Clean up your work area, replace bottle caps securely, and follow 
any special instructions. 

• Return equipment to its proper location.

• Wash your hands with soap and warm water for at least 20 seconds 
after any laboratory activity, even if you wore protective gloves.

Your teacher will give you an agreement similar to the one below to sign.

Science Safety Agreements

S T U D E N T

I, _________________________, have read the attached Science Safety Guidelines for 
students and have discussed them in my classroom. I understand my responsibilities 
for maintaining safety in the science classroom. I agree to follow these guidelines and 
any additional rules provided by the school district or my teacher. 

Student Signature________________________________________________________________________

Date_____________________

PA R E N T O R G UA R D I A N

Please review with your student the attached Science Safety Guidelines, which 
include the safety responsibilities and expectations for all students. It is important 
that all students follow these guidelines in order to protect themselves, their class-
mates, and their teachers from accidents. Please contact the school if you have any 
questions about these guidelines.

I, _________________________, have read the attached guidelines and discussed them 
with my child. I understand that my student is responsible for following these guide-
lines and any additional instructions at all times.

Parent or Guardian Signature_____________________________________________________________

Date_____________________
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I n the following pages are instructions you can use to review the  
following important science skills:

• Reading a Graduated Cylinder

• Using a Dropper Bottle

• Bar Graphing Checklist

• Scatterplot and Line Graphing Checklist

• Interpreting Graphs

• Elements of Good Experimental Design

• Using Microscopes

 Science SkillsC
a p p e n d i x
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READING A GRADUATED CYLINDER 
A graduated cylinder measures the volume of a liquid, usually in  
milliliters (mL). To measure correctly with a graduated cylinder:

1. Determine what measurement each unmarked line on the gradu-
ated cylinder represents.

2. Set the graduated cylinder on a flat surface and pour in the liquid 
to be measured.

3. Bring your eyes to the level of the fluid’s surface. (You will need to 
bend down!)

4. Read the graduated cylinder at the lowest point of the liquid’s 
curve (called the meniscus).

5. If the curve falls between marks, estimate the volume to the  
closest mL.

The example below shows a plastic graduated cylinder that contains 42 mL of liquid.

50

40
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USING A DROPPER BOTTLE

 Incorrect

Holding the dropper bottle at an angle  
gives drops that vary in size. 

 Correct

Holding the dropper bottle vertically gives  
drops that are more consistent in size.
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BAR GRAPHING CHECKLIST
Sample Graph

Follow the instructions below to make a sample bar 
graph.

 Start with a table of data. This table represents the 
amount of Chemical A that the Acme Company 
used each year from 2011 to 2015.

 Determine whether a bar graph is the best way to 
represent the data.

  If so, draw the axes. Label them with the names and 
units of the data.

  Decide on a scale for each axis. Be sure there is 
enough space for all the data, but that it’s not too 
crowded.

  Mark intervals on the graph, and label them clearly.
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BAR GRAPHING CHECKLIST (continued)

   Plot your data on the graph.

   Fill in the bars.

   Title your graph. The title should describe  
what the graph shows.
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Sample Graph

Follow the instructions below to make a sample line 
graph.

  Start with a table of data.

  Determine whether a line graph or a scatterplot is 
the best way to represent the data.

  Draw the axes. Label them with the names and 
units of the data.

  Decide on a scale for each axis. Be sure there is 
enough space for all the data, but that it’s not too 
crowded.

 Draw intervals on the graph, and label them clearly.

SCATTERPLOT AND LINE GRAPHING CHECKLIST
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SCATTERPLOT AND LINE GRAPHING 
CHECKLIST (continued)

 Plot your data on the graph.

 For a scatterplot, leave the points unconnected.

  For a line graph, draw a smooth line or curve  
that follows the pattern indicated by the position  
of the points.

  Title your graph. The title should describe what  
the graph shows.

  If more than one data set has been plotted, include  
a key
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There is a pattern. There is no pattern.

Is there a relationship?

Relationship

What is the general trend of the data?

IAPS 3e Waves
Fig. SB App_C 1   
MyriadPro Reg 9.5/11 

No relationship

Positive: as x increases, 
y increases

Linear: as x increases, 
y consistently increases 
(sometimes called “direct”)

Nonlinear: as x increases, y 
increases at a changing 
rate

Linear: as x increases, 
y consistently decreases 

Nonlinear: as x increases, 
y decreases at a changing 
rate (sometimes called 
“inverse”)

Cyclical: as x increases, 
y repetitively increases 
and decreases 

Negative: as x increases, 
y decreases

INTERPRETING GRAPHS 

Determine the path that describes the data
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INTERPRETING GRAPHS (continued)

Define the components of the graph.

Things you can say: 

“The title of the graph is...” 

“The independent variable in this graph is...” 

“The dependent variable in this graph is...” 

“_________ is measured in __________________”

Create a description of what the graph reveals.

Things you can say:

“This graph shows...” 

“As the _________ increases, the...”

“The ______ has the highest...”

“_________ is different from ___________ because...”

“The__________ peaked at...”

“The rate of _______ increased from...” 

Describe how the graph relates to the topic.

Things you can say... 

“This graph is important to understanding ________because...” 

“This graph supports the claim that _____________ because....”

“This graph refutes the claim that _____________ because....”
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ELEMENTS OF GOOD EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

An experiment that is well designed:

• builds on previous research.

• is based on a question, observation, or hypothesis.

• describes all steps in a procedure clearly and completely.

• includes a control for comparison.

• keeps all variables—except the one being tested—the same.

• describes all data to be collected.

• includes precise measurements and all records of data collected 
 during experiment.

• may require multiple trials.

• can be reproduced by other investigators.

• respects human and animal subjects.

Note: Elements may vary, depending on the problem being studied.
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Focusing a Microscope

Be sure that your microscope is set on the lowest power before placing 
your slide onto the microscope stage. Place the slide on the microscope 
stage. Center the slide so that the sample is directly over the light open-
ing, and adjust the microscope settings as necessary. If the microscope 
has stage clips, secure the slide in position so that it does not move.

• Observe the sample. Focus first with the coarse-focus knob, and 
then adjust the fine-focus knob.

• After switching to a higher power magnification, be careful to 
adjust the focus with the fine-focus knob only.

• Return to low power before removing the slide from the micro-
scope stage.

Safety

Always carry a microscope properly with both hands—one hand 
underneath and one holding the microscope arm. When you are work-
ing with live organisms, be sure to wash your hands thoroughly after 
you finish the laboratory.

USING MICROSCOPES

3377 SEPUP SGI Cell SB
Figure: 3377CellSB 02_01
Mryriad Pro 9/9

eyepiece

objectives

coarse focus 
knob

�ne focus 
knob

light source

diaphragm

stage clips

stage
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3377 SEPUP SGI Cell SB
Figure: 3377CellSB 03_01

Spirogyra (algae) x 400

chloroplast

cell wall

Some Tips for Better Drawings: 

• Use a sharp pencil and have a good eraser available. 

• Try to relax your eyes when looking through the eyepiece. You can 
cover one eye or learn to look with both eyes open. Try not to squint. 

• Look through your microscope at the same time as you do your 
drawing. Look through the microscope more than you look at 
your paper.

• Don’t draw every small thing on your slide. Just concentrate on one 
or two of the most common or interesting things. 

• You can draw things larger than you  actually see them. This helps 
you show all of the details you see. 

• Keep written words outside the circle.

• Use a ruler to draw the lines for your labels. Keep lines parallel—
do not cross one line over another.

• Remember to record the level of magnifi cation next to your 
drawing.
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Measurements that appear in this program are expressed in metric 
units from the International System of Units, otherwise known 

as SI units (from Système Internationale d’Unités), which was estab-
lished by international agreement. Virtually all countries in the world 
mandate use of the metric system exclusively. The United States does 
not use the metric system for many measurements, although it has been 
the standard for the scientific community in the United States for more 
than 200 years. A U.S. government effort to convert from the United 
States customary system to metric measurements in all realms of life has 
yet to extend far beyond governmental agencies, the military, and some 
industries. 

The reason that many countries have replaced their traditional 
measurement systems with the metric system is its ease of use and to 
improve international trade. There are far fewer units to understand 
in comparison to the system commonly used in the United States. 
The metric system has only one base unit for each quantity and 
larger or smaller units are expressed by adding a prefix. The table 
below shows the base units in the International System of Units. 

Quantity Base unit

Length meter (m)

Mass kilogram (kg)

Time second (s)

Temperature kelvin (K)

Electric current ampere (A)

Luminous intensity candela (cd)

Mole mole (mol)

The International System of UnitsD
a p p e n d i x
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Other international units appearing in SEPUP’s Issues and Science 
units are shown in the table below.

Quantity Unit Common example

Temperature Celsius (°C) Room temperature is about 20° Celsius.

Volume liter (L) A large soda bottle contains 2 liters.

Mass gram (g) A dollar bill has the mass of about 1 
gram.

Wavelength nanometer (nm)
Visible light is in the range of 400 to 780 
nanometers.

The International System’s prefixes change the magnitude of the 
units by factors of 1,000. Prefixes indicate which multiple of a thou-
sand is applied. For example, the prefix kilo- means 1,000. Therefore, 
a kilometer is 1,000 meters and a kilogram is 1,000 grams. To convert 
a quantity from one unit to another in the metric system, the quantity 
needs only to be multiplied or divided by multiples of 1,000. The 
chart below shows the prefixes for the metric system in relation to 
the base units. Note: Although it is not a multiple of 1,000 the prefix 
centi- is commonly used, for example, in the unit centimeter. Centi- 
represents a factor of one 100th. 

Metric prefix Factor Factor (numerical)
giga (G) one billion  1,000,000,000

mega (M) one million      1,000,000

kilo (k) one thousand          1,000

<UNIT> one               1

milli (m) one one-thousandth               1/1,000

micro (μ) one one-millionth               1/1,000,000

nano (n) one one-billionth               1/1,000,000,000
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In the following pages are templates or instructions for some of the 
literacy  strategies that are used throughout this book. Use them for 

reference or to copy into your science notebook. 

• Oral Presentations

• Reading Scientific Procedures

• Keeping a Science Notebook

• Writing a Formal Investigation Report

• Instructions for Constructing a Concept Map

• Developing Communication Skills

 Literacy StrategiesE
a p p e n d i x
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ORAL PRESENTATIONS
• Your presentation time is short. Focus your presentation on the 

most important ideas you need to communicate.

• Communicate clearly by planning your words in advance. When 
speaking, talk slowly and loudly, and look at your audience.

• Group members should ask for and give each other support if they 
need help expressing a key word or concept.

• Include graphs and maps when possible. Make sure the type or 
handwriting and the images are large enough for everyone in the 
audience to see them.

• While you have your own opinions on a topic, it is important that 
you present unbiased and complete information. Your audience 
can then make their own conclusions.

• All the members of a group must participate.

• Since any group member may be asked to answer questions 
from the class, all group members should fully understand the 
presentation.

• In a group presentation, you could all play the role of different 
experts when presenting your information. The class would repre-
sent the community members who might be making a decision on 
the issue.
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READING SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURES
The purpose of reading a scientific procedure is to find out exactly 
what to do, when to do it and with what materials, in order to com-
plete all the steps of an investigation. 

If you read a step and are not sure what to do, try these strategies:

• Re-read the previous step.

• Re-read the step that confuses you. Sometimes re-reading clarifies 
the information.

• Ask your partner if he or she understands what the step says to do.

• Ask your partner if there are words you don’t understand.

• Ask your partner to explain what the step says to do.

• Ask your partner to read the step aloud as you listen and try to do 
what your partner is describing.

• Re-read the purpose (Challenge) of the investigation. 

• Try to say the purpose of the step out loud in your own words. 

• Look at the clues in the pictures of the activity. 

• Peek at other groups and listen to see if they are doing the step 
that confuses you.

• Tell your teacher exactly what you are confused about and why it 
doesn’t make sense. 
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KEEPING A SCIENCE NOTEBOOK
• Write in blue or black ink.

• Cross out mistakes or changes with a single line. Do not erase or 
use correction fluid. 

• Write neatly.

• Record the date of each entry.

• For each new investigation, write down your:

Title:

Purpose:
Re-write the Challenge question in your own words. 
Hint: What are you going to do? Why are you going to do it?

Materials:
Place a “√” here after you have collected the necessary materials.

Procedure:
Write down whether you understand the procedure.

Data:
Record observations, measurements, and other lab work.
Include data tables, charts, diagrams, and/or graphs when needed.
Be sure to label your work clearly.

• Sometimes, you may want to:

Make inferences or draw conclusions based on the data.
I think my results mean . . .
I think that this happened because . . .

Reflect on how the activity worked in your group.
This is what went well . . This is what did not go well . . .
If I could do this activity  again, I would . . .

Think about what questions you still have.
I wonder if . . .
I’m not sure about . . .

Keep track of new vocabulary and ideas.
A key word I learned is . . .
I would like to find out what happens when . . .
One interesting thing to do would be to . . .

Name  ______________________________________________________  Date _______________  
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KEEPING A SCIENCE NOTEBOOK (continued)
The following is a guide to help you conduct investigations. However, 
depending on the investigation, you may not always use all of steps below or 
use them in the same order each time.

Title:  Choose a title that describes the investigation. 

Purpose: What am I looking for?  Write what you are trying to find out in the form of 
a question.

Background:  What do I know about the topic? Write a summary of background 
information you have on the topic that led to the purpose for the investigation.

Hypothesis:  Write a statement about what you predict you will see as data in the 
experiment to answer the question in the “Purpose” and why you are making that 
prediction.

Experimental Design: How will you answer the question?
Describe the methods you will use (what you will do) to answer the question. 
Use short numbered steps that are easy to follow in the lab.
Make a list of the materials you will use to answer the question.
Outline the variables:

 •  Independent variable (what is being changed)
 •  Dependent variable (what is being measured)
 •  Control (what will be used as baseline comparison

Data: What did you find?
Record observations and measurements. 
Use a data table where appropriate to organize the data. 
Don’t forget to include proper units and clear labels.

At the end of your investigation:

Make inferences or draw conclusions about the data:
I think my results mean . . .
I think this happened because . . . 

Think about any errors that occurred during the investigation:
What did not go as planned?
What steps were hard to follow while doing the investigation and why?

Think about questions you still have that could lead to new investigations:
I wonder if . . .
I’m not sure about . . .

Keep track of new vocabulary and new ideas that could lead to new  
investigations

I would like to find out what happens when . . .
One interesting thing to do would be to . . .

Reflect on how the activity worked in your group
This is what went well . . .This is what did not go well . . .
If I could do this investigation again, I would . . .

Name  ______________________________________________________  Date _______________  
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WRITING A FORMAL INVESTIGATION REPORT 
Use the information from your science notebook to write a formal 
report on the investigation you performed.

Title:
Choose a title that describes the investigation.

Abstract: What were you looking for in this investigation, and  
what did you find?

Write a paragraph that summarizes what you already knew about the topic, 
your purpose, your hypothesis, and your results and conclusions.

Experimental Design:
Describe the materials and investigational methods you used to answer the 
question.
State what variables you worked with and any controls.

Data: What did you find?
Report observations and measurements. Include an organized data table if 
appropriate to help someone reviewing your report to easily see the results.
Don’t forget to use proper units of measurement and write clear labels for your 
table columns.

Data Analysis: Represent the data in a way that can be easily 
interpreted.

Use graphs, diagrams, or charts where appropriate to help a reviewer  interpret 
your data.

Conclusion: What do the data mean?

Summarize the data.
Discuss your conclusion based on the accuracy of your hypothesis and the 
data you collected.
Discuss any errors that occurred that may have interfered with the results.
Describe any changes that need to be made the next time the investiga-
tion is performed.
Describe any new questions to be investigated based on the results of this 
investigation.

Name  ______________________________________________________  Date _______________
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTING A CONCEPT MAP
 1. Work with your group to create a list of 15–20 words related to  

the topic. 

 2. If you are uncertain of the meaning of a word, look it up in the 
book or your notes or  discuss it with your group.

 3. Discuss with your group how all of the words on your list are 
related, and sort your list of words into 3–5 categories based on 
these relationships. 

  Remember to listen to and consider the ideas of other members of 
your group. If you disagree with others in your group, explain to 
the rest of the group why you disagree.

 4. Identify words that can be used to describe each category. 

5. Work with your group to create a concept map on this topic. 
Follow these steps:

a. Write the topic in the center of your paper, and circle it.

b. Place the words describing each category around the topic. 
Circle each word.

c. Draw a line between the topic and each category. On each line, 
explain the relationship between the topic and the category. 

d. Repeat Steps 5b and 5c as you continue to add all of the words 
on your list to your concept map. 

e. Add lines to connect other related words. Explain the relation-
ship between the words on the line.

 6. View the concept maps of other groups. As you look at their con-
cept maps, observe similarities and differences between their maps 
and yours. Discuss your observations with your group members.

Name  ______________________________________________________  Date _______________  
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DEVELOPING COMMUNICATION SKILLS

communication sentence starters

To better understand One point that was not clear to me was . . . 

Are you saying that . . . 

Can you please clarify . . .

To share an idea Another idea is to . . .

What if we tried . . .

I have an idea. We could try . . .

To disagree I see your point, but what about . . .

Another way of looking at it is . . .

I’m still not convinced that . . .

To challenge How did you reach the conclusion that . . .

What makes you think that . . .

How does it explain . . .

To look for feedback What would help me improve . . .

Does it make sense, what I said about . . .

To provide positive feedback One strength of your idea is . . .

Your idea is good because . . .

I have an idea. We coud try . . .

To provide constructive feedback The argument would be stronger if . . .

Another way to do it would be . . .

What if you said it like this . . .

To discuss information presented in text 
and graphics

I’m not sure I completely understand this, 
but I think it may mean...

I know something about this from...

A question I have about this is...

If we look at the graphic, it shows...

Name  ______________________________________________________  Date _______________  
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Imagine yourself reading a magazine. A feature article summarizes 
recent studies on the effectiveness of vitamin supplements and con-

cludes that taking vitamin pills and liquids is a waste of money. A few 
pages later, an advertisement from a vitamin company claims that one 
of its products will protect you from all sorts of diseases. Such wide dif-
ferences in claims that you will see in the popular media are common, 
but how can you tell which one is correct? “Media literacy” is the term 
that encompasses the skills we need to develop to effectively analyze 
and evaluate the barrage of information we encounter every day. Media 
literacy also includes the ability to use various media to create and 
communicate our own messages.

A strong background in the process of science helps you build two 
important skills of media literacy: being able to identify valid and 
adequate evidence behind a claim and evaluating if the claim is a 
logical conclusion based on the evidence. The skills share much in 
common with the process of scientific inquiry, in which you learn to 
seek out information, assess the information, and come to a conclu-
sion based on your findings.

Evaluating Media Messages

A “media message” is an electronic, digital, print, audible, or artistic 
visual message created to transmit information. Media messages 
can include newspaper articles, political advertisements, speeches, 
artwork, or even billboards. The following are some of the kinds of 
questions you might ask as you learn to critically analyze and eval-
uate messages from various kinds of media. On the next page are 
three examples of media messages, all related to a common theme. 
Use these three examples to analyze and evaluate the messages.

 Media LiteracyF
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1.  Who created this message? 
Is this person an expert in the content of the message? What 
credentials does this person have that would make them an 
expert in this topic? Does this person have any conflicts of inter-
est that may make him or her biased in any way? Who sponsored 
(or paid for) the message? Does the source of funding have any 
conflicts of interest? 

BAY MEDICAL JOURNAL
�e Monthly Journal of the Bay Region Medical Society     Vol. XXXIV, No. 8

Vitamin Z reduces severity of the common cold by 15%

P. M. Chakravarty, M.D., Harbord University Medical School, Clinical Studies Department

Loretta Arrienza, Ph.D.,  University of the Bay Region, Department of Epidemiology

Mary S. Lowe, M.D., Mid-Bay Hospital, Director of Patient Care

William Ness, M.P.H., N.P., Mid-Bay Hospital, Director of Nursing

ABSTRACT: IN A TWELVE-MONTH STUDY with 626 healthy male and female participants aged 21–36 and located 

in the general Bay region, the authors found that a regular dose of Vitamin Z appeared to reduce the 

severity of the common cold by 15%. In this controlled study, 313 participants received a placebo, and 

313 participants received a 500 mg dose of Vitamin Z daily. The clinicians administering the dose did not 

know which patients were receiving the vitamin in this double-blind study. Over the twelve months, the 

participants averaged .9 incidences of illness each, defined as appearing to be rhinoviruses with general 

cold symptoms. Patients were asked to self-report about the severity, type, and duration of symptoms, 

using an assessment form. On the average, those receiving Vitamin Z reported less severe symptoms and 

shorter duration, by about 15%. The effects varied somewhat based upon the types of patients and the 

number of illnesses they experienced. Participants were requested not to use any other cold remedies or 

symptom relief during the occurrence, although compliance with this request was only 65%. Data analysis 

and graphs are provided, showing the aggregated results, and including estimations of likely margins of 

error.

Are VITAMINS a WASTE of your money?

HOME & HEALTH Magazine        
 

   September

Donna S. was wondering if vitamins might give her the energy and good health that she felt had been slipping away ever since she had moved to Springfield with her family for a new job.

SUZANNE BERYL WALKER
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2.  What creative techniques in the message attract a person’s 
attention?
Are there any sensational or emotional words, images, or sounds 
that grab the viewer’s attention? Do any of these words, images, or 
sounds try to stir up emotions and influence the viewer’s ideas?

3.  Does the message cite or mention appropriate sources of  factual 
information?
Does the author cite first-person sources when reporting facts? 
Are the author’s sources from credible organizations?

4.  Does the presented evidence completely support the claim? 
Might there be other information that could support or discredit 
the message? Does the author make logical inferences and conclu-
sions from the evidence presented in the article?

5. Who is the target audience of this message?
How is this message directed at this particular audience?

6.  Is the message promoting certain values, lifestyles, positions, or 
ideas either directly or indirectly?
Are there any positions or ideas that are being promoted that are 
not explicit in the message? 

Evaluating Internet Sources

Imagine that you want to search  the Internet to find out about 
the effectiveness of vitamin supplements so that you can come 
to your own conclusion. When you are searching for information 
online, a search engine is searching from over one trillion websites.1 
Determining which websites and sources of information are reliable 
and which are biased is difficult. To make an informed decision about 
this topic, you will need to identify accurate and unbiased websites. 
Below is a suggested list of questions that will help you determine if a 
particular website is an accurate and unbiased source of information.

1.  Are the authors’ names, contact information, and credentials 
clearly labeled on the website?
Accurate websites will usually contain information from knowl-
edgeable authors who have their names, credentials, and contact 
information clearly labeled on the website. Some websites are 
managed by a collection of people or an organization, and infor-
mation on the exact author may not be clearly stated. However, 

1. Alpert, Jesse & Hajaj, Nissan. (July 25, 2008). We knew the Web was big. . . .  
The  Official Google Blog. Retrieved August 2010 from http://googleblog.blogspot.om/ 
2008/07/we-knew-web-was-big.html.
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these organizations should state the names, contact information, 
and credentials somewhere on their website of the people who 
represent the organization.

2.  Is the information and the website up to date?
Some information that you may be seeking needs to be current. 
For example, if you were looking for the number of cars in the 
United States, you would want the most recent data. A study con-
ducted in 1982 would not be helpful in this case. When seeking 
information that needs to be current, determine if the date the 
article or information was written is clearly indicated on the web-
site so you can be sure you are accessing the most recent infor-
mation. Credible websites will usually indicate the date the article 
or information was created or last updated. Also, the person or 
organization maintaining the website should be regularly updating 
the website, so that the majority of links to other websites work.

3.  Are sources of information clearly cited?
When factual information is stated in a website, is the source 
clearly cited so you can refer back to it?

4.  Are there links to more resources on this topic?
Authoritative websites will often provide links to further informa-
tion from other sources that support their claim. Authors of web-
sites that contain information that is biased or inaccurate usually 
do not provide additional information that supports their claims.

5.  What are other people saying about the author or the organization 
that produced this information?
If you come across information from an author or organization 
that you are unfamiliar with, perform a search for other informa-
tion about the author or organization. What are experts writing 
about the author’s or organization’s other work?

6.  Why is this website on the Internet?
Was this information put on the Internet to inform or to persuade 
people? Is the author selling something? What is the author’s moti-
vation for providing this information?

Further Resources
Marlene Thier & Bennett Daviss. (2002). The New Science Literacy. 
Heinemann: Portsmouth, NH.

Center for Media Literacy. http://www.medialit.org.

PBS Teachers. Media literacy. http://www.pbs.org/teachers/media_lit.
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patterns A pattern is a set of repeating things or events. Scientists observe 
patterns in their data.  Patterns lead to questions about relationships 
and ideas about what causes these relationships. 

cause and effect Events have causes. If “A” causes “B” to happen, they have a cause-and-
effect relationship. A major activity of science is to explain how this 
happens. Sometimes the causes are simple and sometimes they are 
complex. Sometimes both A and B occur, but one does not cause the 
other. 

scale, proportion,  
and quantity

Scientific phenomena occur at various scales of size, time, and 
energy. Phenomena observed at one scale may not be observable at 
another scale.  Scientists use proportional relationships to compare 
measurements of objects and events. They often use mathematical 
expressions and equations to represent these relationships.

systems and  
system models

A system is a group of interacting objects or processes. Describing 
a system, including its components, interactions and boundaries, 
and making models of that system helps scientists and engineers 
understand phenomena and test ideas.

energy and matter Tracking changes of energy and matter into, out of, and within 
systems helps scientists understand the systems’ possibilities and 
limitations. Many cause and effect relationships result from changes 
of energy and matter.

structure  
and function

The structure (shape, composition, construction) of an object or living 
thing determines many of its properties and functions (what the 
structure can do).

stability and change For natural and built systems alike, conditions are sometimes stable 
(the same or within a range), and sometimes they change.  Scientists 
study what conditions lead to either stability or change. 
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abiotic The nonliving components in an 
ecosystem include water, tempera-
ture, and sunlight.

advantage A property that, in your 
opinion, is favorable. 

biodiversity The variety of life at every 
level, from genes to species to 
ecosystems.

biotic The living components in an eco-
system are the organisms.

cell The smallest structural unit, 
enclosed by a membrane, that 
makes up all living organisms.

cellular respiration A series of chemical 
reactions in a cell that break down 
sugars and release energy.

commensalism The relationship 
between two species where one spe-
cies benefits while the other species 
is neither harmed nor helped. 

competition The situation when two 
organisms or two species compete 
for the same resource.

constraint In engineering design, 
something that limits the solution to 
a problem.

consumer An organism that gets its 
food by eating other organisms.

correlation A relationship between one 
event or action and another. There 
may or may not be a causal relation-
ship between two correlated events.

criteria In engineering design, the goals 
and the desired features of the 
solution.

data Information gathered from an 
experiment or observations.

decomposer An organism that gets its 
food from dead organisms and 
wastes from living organisms.

dependent variable The observed phe-
nomenon that is being measured. 

disadvantage A property that, in your 
opinion, is not favorable.

ecologist Scientists who study ecology.

ecology The study of the relationships 
of organisms to one another and to 
the physical environment.

ecosystem All of the living and nonliv-
ing components, and all of the 
interactions among them.

energy The ability to cause objects to 
change, move, or work.

energy transfer The transfer of energy 
from one object to another.

energy transformation The change of 
energy from one type to another, 
such as from chemical to heat.

error Variations between a measure-
ment and the true value of a 
quantity.

evidence Information that supports or 
refutes a claim.

food web A diagram that models feed-
ing relationships within an 
ecosystem.

habitat A location in an environment 
where an organism lives.

hypothesis A tentative theory used to 
explain a set of facts. A hypothesis 
can lead to further investigation to 
test whether the hypothesis is valid.

 Glossary
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independent variable The controlled 
variable in an experiment.

infer To conclude by reasoning from 
known facts.

inference A conclusion based on obser-
vations or what is already known.

interpret To explain or give an account 
of facts with regard to the explainer’s 
conception of what the facts mean.

introduced species Species that exist 
outside of the species’ normal range 
because of human activity.

invasive species Introduced species that 
cause or have the ability to cause 
harm to the environment or people.

mass The amount of matter in an object.

matter The stuff that makes up all living 
and nonliving objects.

meter The fundamental unit of length in 
the metric (SI) system; 1 meter is 
equal to 100 centimeters.

model Any representation of a system or 
its components used to help one 
understand and communicate how it 
works.

mutualism The relationship between 
two species where both species 
benefit.

parasitism The relationship between 
two species where one species bene-
fits while the other is harmed.

pattern Something that happens in a 
repeated and predictable way.

photosynthesis The process by which 
plants convert water and carbon 
dioxide into sugars and oxygen.

population A group of organisms of the 
same species living in the same 
habitat.

predator An organism that eats another 
living organism.

prey An organism that is eaten by 
another organism.

producer An organism that produces its 
own food.

quadrat A square or rectangular plot of 
land marked off, to determine where 
to collect their samples.

range In ecology, the total of all the areas 
where a species lives.

rate A ratio of two different kinds of 
measurement.

scientific model, See model.

species A group of individuals that actu-
ally or potentially interbreed in 
nature.

stable Not changing or resistant to 
change.

structure The parts of an object or sys-
tem, including what they are made of, 
their shapes, and their arrangement

symbiosis The close and often long-term 
interaction between two species.

technology The application of science to 
make practical things for everyday life 
and for use especially in industrial 
manufacturing and for commercial 
purposes.

temperature A measure of the amount 
of molecular motion, generally using 
the Fahrenheit (°F) or Celsius (°C) 
scale.

tested variable A variable that is 
changed in a systematic way in an 
experiment or investigation in order 
to determine its effect.

trade-off A desirable outcome given up 
to gain another desirable outcome.

transect The specific path or area, often 
marked with a rope or measuring 
tape showing where data should be 
collected.

variable A changing factor. In an experi-
ment, the variable is what is studied, 
such as the effect of amplitude of a 
wave on the energy it transmits.
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A
AAAS (American Association for the 

Advancement of Science), 79
abiotic components of ecosystems. 

See also biotic components of 
ecosystems.
definition, 20, 112
disruptions caused by, 60, 

60–62, 76
ecosystem stability, 60
fire, 61
landslide, 60
species interactions, 48–51

advantage, 112
Aedes albopictus (tiger mosquitoes), 

as introduced species, 11
algae growth, interaction with 

phosphorus, 49
antelope, 48
aquarium plants, as introduced 

species, 12
Asian carp, as introduced species, 

13

B
bacteria, controlling zebra mussels, 

70
bar graphing, required skills, 88–89
biodiversity, 27, 112
biological methods for controlling 

zebra mussels, 70
biotic components of ecosystems. 

See also abiotic components of 
ecosystems.
definition, 20, 112
Hudson River zebra mussels, 65
hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata), 12
kudzu (Pueraria lobata), 11
looking for patterns, 20–23
Nile perch (Lates niloticus), 3–8
purple loosestrife (Lythrum 

salicaria), 13

rats (Ratus norvegicus), 12
species interactions, 48–51
starlings (Sturnus vulgaris), 14
tiger mosquitoes (Aedes 

albopictus), 11
birds, on impalas, 48
bison

illustration, 16
populations, tracking, 29
restoring to the prairie, 15–19

black worms, habitat for, 25–28
Burmese pythons, as introduced 

species, 14
butterflies, habitat for, 24

C
Canadian lynx, interaction with 

showshoe hare, 49
cause and effect, 111
cellular respiration, 112
chemicals, controlling zebra 

mussels, 69
chlorine, controlling zebra mussels, 

69
cichlids, in Lake Victoria, 4–8, 5
commensalism, 112
communication skills, 106
competition, 112
competitors, 76
concept maps, 105
constraints

definition, 112
when designing problem 

solutions, 68
consumers

cycling matter, 75–76
definition, 41, 112

coral reef fishes, habitat for, 24
correlation, 112
criteria

definition, 112
when designing problem 

solutions, 68

crows
illustration, 41
suitable habitats, 41

cycling matter, 52–59, 75–76

D
data, 112
data collection, Hudson River 

zebra mussels, 63–66. See also 
transects.

data transects. See transects.
decomposers

definition, 112
in an ecosystem, 52, 52–59
fire as, 61

deer, 48
dependent variable, 112
designing solutions to 

environmental problems. See 
environmental problems, 
designing solutions to.

diet. See food.
disadvantage, 112
disruptions of ecosystems, 60, 

60–62, 76–77
drawing microscopic views, 96, 96
dropper bottle, proper use of, 87
ducks, controlling zebra mussels, 

70, 70

E
eating. See food.
ecologists

definition, 4, 112
interest in cichlids in Lake 

Victoria, 4–8
ecology

definition, 75, 112
food webs, 75
population sampling, 75
resource availability, 75
transect method, 75

Index

Bold page number indicates a definition. Italic page number indicates an illustration. 
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ecosystems
biodiversity, 27
changes in. See disruptions.
definition, 27, 112
disruptions, 60, 60–62, 76–77
feeding relationships. See food 

webs.
interactions in, 58–61
living organisms. See biotic 

components of ecosystems.
non-living components. See 

abiotic components of 
ecosystems.

pond, 27
population, 26
range, 26
resources, 27
stability, 60, 111
studying, data collection for. 

See transects.
energy

definition, 112
tracking, 111

energy flow, 76
energy transfer, 112
energy transformation, 112
engineers, role in engineering 

design, 80–81
environmental problems, 

designing solutions to
constraints, 68
criteria, 68
elements of good design, 94
role of engineers, 80–81
zebra mussel control, 69, 70

error, 112
evidence, 112
exotic species. See introduced 

species; invasive species.

F
filtering, controlling zebra mussels, 

69
fire, as abiotic component of 

ecosystems, 61
fire-adapted species, 61
fish

coral reef fishes, habitat for, 24
flying. See Asian carp.
habitat, in fresh water lakes, 49
in Lake Victoria. See Lake 

Victoria.

population interaction with 
oxygen, 49

rainbow smelt, environmental 
disruption, 49

fishing in Lake Victoria. See Lake 
Victoria, fishing.

flamingos feeding, 44
flying fish, as introduced species, 

13
focusing a microscope, 95
food

converting sugars to energy, 
animals and plants. See 
cellular respiration.

converting sugars to energy, 
plants. See photosynthesis.

for plants. See photosynthesis.
food webs

among owls, 34–38
consumers, 41
definition, 34, 112
in Lake Victoria, 34
solar energy, 42
voles, 37, 40

formal investigation reports, 
writing, 104

function, 111
fungi, 52

G
graduated cylinder, reading, 86
graphs

bar graphs, 88–89
interpreting, 92–93
line graphs, 90–91
scatterplots, 90–91

H
habitat

for black worms, 25–28
for butterflies, 24
for coral reef fishes, 24
for crows, 41
definition, 112
species requirements, studying, 

24–28
Hudson River zebra mussels, 63–66
Hydrilla verticillata (hydrilla ), as 

introduced species, 12
hypothesis, 112

I
impalas, 48
infer, 113
inference, 113
insects, controlling with parasitic 

wasps, 49
interactions

in ecosystems, 48–51
between species, 48–51

International System of Units (SI), 86
Internet sources, evaluating, 109–110
interpret, 113
interpreting graphs, 92–93
introduced species. See also 

invasive species; zebra mussels.
aquarium plants, 12
Asian carp, 13
Burmese pythons, 14
definition, 113
effects of, 63–66
examples of, 11–14
flying fish, 13
in the Hudson River, 63–66
hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata), 12
kudzu (Pueraria lobata), 11
modeling the development of, 

57–59
presenting research results, 

72–74
purple loosestrife (Lythrum 

salicaria), 13
rats (Ratus norvegicus), 12
snakes, 14
starlings (Sturnus vulgaris), 14
tiger mosquitoes (Aedes 

albopictus), 11
invasive species, 24, 113. See also 

introduced species; Nile perch; 
zebra mussels.

K
kudzu (Pueraria lobata), as 

introduced species, 11

L
Lake Victoria

fishing, after the Nile perch, 5–8
fishing, before the Nile perch, 

3–4
food webs, 34
introduction of the Nile perch, 

3–8
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landslide, 60
Lates niloticus (Nile perch), 

introduction to Lake Victoria, 
3–8

line graphs, 90–91
liquid, measuring the volume of, 86
literacy strategies

communication skills, 106
concept maps, 105
Internet sources, evaluating, 

109–110
keeping a notebook, 102–103
media messages, evaluating, 

107–109, 108
oral presentations, 100
presenting research results, 

72–74
reading scientific procedures, 

101
writing a formal investigation 

report, 104
Lythrum salicaria (purple 

loosestrife), as introduced 
species, 13

M
manual removal of zebra mussels, 

70
marine worms, interaction with 

ocean temperatures, 49
mass, 113
matter

definition, 113
for photosynthesis, sources of, 

42
tracking, 111

matter, in an ecosystem
cycling, 52–59
decomposers, 52, 52–59

measuring the volume of a liquid, 
86

mechanical methods for 
controlling zebra mussels, 69

media literacy, 107–109, 108
meter, 113
metric system

base units, 97–98
metric ton, 5
prefixes, 98
SI (International System of 

Units), 97–98
metric ton, 5

microscopes
drawing microscopic views, 

96, 96
focusing, 95
handling, 46, 46
parts of, 45, 95
safety guidelines, 95–96

modeling
definition, 113
introduction of a new species, 

57–59
systems, 111

mushrooms, illustration, 52
mutualism

definition, 113
interactions in ecosystems, 76

N
nematodes, 55, 55
Nile perch (Lates niloticus), 

introduction to Lake Victoria, 
3–8

non-indigenous species. See 
introduced species; invasive 
species.

non-native species. See introduced 
species; invasive species.

notebooks, keeping, 102–103

O
ocean temperatures, interaction 

with marine worms, 49
oral presentations, 100
owl pellets, studying, 34–38, 36
owls, 34–38, 39
oxpecker (bird), 48
oxygen, interaction with fish 

populations, 49

P
Paramecium caudatum, population 

study, 44–47, 47
parasitism

definition, 113
interactions in ecosystems, 76

patterns, 111, 113
phosphorus, interaction with algae 

growth, 49

photosynthesis
cycling matter, 75–76
definition, 40, 113
matter, sources of, 42

poisons, controlling zebra mussels, 
69

pond, 27
populations

definition, 26, 113
sampling, 75.  See also 

transects.
populations, tracking

bison, 29
Paramecium caudatum, 44–47, 

47
zebra mussels, 29, 29–33

potassium chloride, controlling 
zebra mussels, 69

power washers, controlling zebra 
mussels, 69, 69

prairies
definition, 15
illustration, 15
studying, 16–19

predation, controlling zebra 
mussels, 70, 70

predator, 113
prefixes, metric system, 98
presenting research results, 72–74
prey, 113
producers

cycling matter, 75–76
definition, 113

proportional relationships, 111
Pseudomonas fluorescens bacteria, 

controlling zebra mussels, 70
Pueraria lobata (kudzu), as 

introduced species, 11
purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), 

as introduced species, 13

Q
quadrats, 16, 113
quantity, 111

R
range, 26, 113
rate, 113
rats (Ratus norvegicus), as 

introduced species, 12
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reading
a graduated cylinder, 86
scientific procedures, 101

reports
communication skills, 106
concept maps, 105
formal investigation, 104
keeping a notebook, 102–103
oral presentations, 100

resources, 27
ruddy duck, 70, 70

S
safety agreement form, 84
safety guidelines

carrying microscopes, 95–96
general, 82–84

scale, 111
scatterplots, 90–91
science, nature of, 79–81
science safety guidelines. See safety 

guidelines.
science skills

bar graphing, 88–89
communication, 106
concept maps, 105
good experimental design, 94
interpreting graphs, 92–93
keeping a notebook, 102–103
line graphs, 90–91
measuring the volume of a 

liquid, 86
oral presentations, 100
reading a graduated cylinder, 

86
reading scientific procedures, 

101
scatterplots, 90–91
using a dropper bottle, 87
writing a formal investigation 

report, 104

scientific inquiry, 80
scientific modeling. See modeling.
scientific procedures, reading, 101
screening, controlling zebra 

mussels, 69
SI (International System of Units), 

86
skills. See science skills.
snakes, as introduced species, 14
species, 113
stability of ecosystems, abiotic 

components, 60
stable, 113
starlings (Sturnus vulgaris), as 

introduced species, 14
structure, 111, 113
studying ecosystems, data 

collection. See transects.
symbiosis, 113
system, 111
system models, 111
Système Internationale d’Unités. 

See SI (International System of 
Units).

T
technology, 113
temperature, 113
tested variable, 113
tiger mosquitoes (Aedes albopictus), 

as introduced species, 11
trade-off, 113
transects

comparing, 17
definition, 16, 16, 113
illustration, 16
quadrats, 16
studying Hudson River zebra 

mussels, 63–66
studying prairies, 16–19

V
variable, 113
voles

definition, 37
diet of, 40
food for owls, 37
illustration, 40

W
writing a formal investigation 

report, 104

Z
zebra mussels

annual cost to the U.S., 9, 67
in the Hudson River, 63–66
method of introduction, 9, 67
modeling the introduction of, 

57, 57–59
problems caused by, 67
tracking population changes, 

29, 29–33
zebra mussels, controlling with

bacteria, 70
biological methods, 70
chemicals, 69
chlorine, 69
ducks, 70, 70
filtering, 69
manual removal, 70
mechanical methods, 69
poisons, 69
potassium chloride, 69
power washers, 69, 69
predation, 70, 70
Pseudomonas fluorescens 

bacteria, 70
screening, 69
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Abbreviations: t (top), m (middle), b (bottom), l (left), r (right),  
c (center)
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